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Abstract

Numerical reservoir models are constructed by cell-based techniques or by stochastically 

placed geometric objects. Description of spatial structures needs three-point or even 

higher order o f statistics, but traditional geostatistical tools are limited to reproduce one 

and two-point statistics. Stochastic surface-based modeling allows for improved integra

tion of geological information in deepwater clastic turbidite reservoir models. Surface- 

based methods model stratigraphic layers to fill available accommodation space. Stacking 

patterns and hierarchies o f trends related to sedimentary processes are reproduced by con

struction.

Deepwater surface-based methods are not mature. This thesis documents new devel

opments, such as automatic surface-picks identification, deterministic and stochastic 

surface placement, global and local base levels modeling, improved hierarchical trend 

modeling and, global and depositional erosion events modeling, which result in more 

practical workflows and greater integration o f deepwater geologic information. The result 

is improved numerical reservoir models o f deepwater systems and, therefore, an expecta

tion of improved reservoir performance forecasting and management.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Depositional systems can be classified as continental depositional systems, coastal and nearshore 

depositional systems, continental shelf depositional systems and deep-sea depositional systems 

(DSD) based on their position. Each depositional systems can be further classified (Figure 1-1) on 

basin scale. Global hydrocarbon resources are unequally distributed in these depositional systems 

(Figure 1-2). Siliciclastic shoreline systems (SSL), and carbonate shelf systems and reefs (CSR) 

are the most important hydrocarbon bearing and production depositional systems due to their tec

tonic positions and proximity to hydrocarbon source locations. Discovered hydrocarbon reserves 

in deep-sea depositional systems (DSD) account for the smallest part of discovered global hydro

carbon resources (Figure 1-3): (1) deep-sea environments were inaccessible to the petroleum in

dustry for many years, and (2) depositional mechanisms are very complicated. There are still 

many aspects of deepwater depositional systems at second-order lobe scale that are poorly under

stood until now. Therefore, there are many different geologic “models” for deepwater environ

ment (Stow, 1992). However, with the development of new equipments and techniques, drilling 

in deeper water area becomes possible. As a result, deepwater environments will be more and 

more important in hydrocarbon exploration. It will be an important supplement to world hydro

carbon production.

Deepwater turbidite systems have become important exploration targets since the successful 

exploration in 1970s (Stow, 1992; Stelting et al., 2000). Research in deepwater turbidite has been 

active since then. An accurate geological model is important to minimize the development risk 

due to the high development costs. The inaccessibility of deepwater environments and compli

cated spatial structures result in a high grade of uncertainty. Under this situation, stochastic simu

lation approaches are widely applied in investigating deepwater turbidite reservoir to quantify the 

uncertainty by building multiple equiprobable realizations.

Conventional stochastic facies, porosity and permeability models are usuallly cell based. 

These models are generally limited to reproduce one- and two-point statistics, therefore compli

cated spatial structures cannot be well reproduced because the descript of spatial structures needs 

three-point or even higher order of statistics (Pyrcz, 2005; Deutsch, 2006). However, the infer

ence of multiple-point statistics of surfaces is difficult with limited data (Strebelle, 2002). The 

desire to reproduce more geologically realistic models naturally leads to the development of ob

ject- and surface-based simulation approaches. Object-based techniques were pioneered by Hal-

1
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dorsen and Lake (1984), Haldorsen and Chang (1986), and Stoyan et al. (1987). Surface based 

techniques were introduced recently (Xie and Deutsch, 2000; Deutsch et al., 2001; Pyrcz and 

Deutsch, 2003,2004,2005). The development of object- and surface-based simulation techniques

has been important targets for many years.

D eep-sea
Depositional

Systems
(DSD)

Continental Shol

( 'nrbonatc and 
F.vapomio 

Shoreline System s 
(CES)

biliciclastic. 
Shorohno System s 

(SSL)

SilicicLutic Shelf 
System s 

(SSF)

Snelf• Deltaic
•  Beach and 

Barrier island
•  T id a l - f la t

Figure 1-1: A diagram showing the depositional systems classification scheme used in this research (after 
Boggs, 2001 and Allen et al., 2005)

Figure 1-2: The world hydrocarbon resources distribution (data from American Energy Information Ad
ministration; until January, 2006). Data are collected on countries and districts basis. The circle size repre
sents the relative importance of that country / district in the world hydrocarbon resources. The red, yellow 
and blue colors represent oil, gas and coal resources, respectively.
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Oil R eserves (109 bbl) Oil Production (10e bbl/d) G as R eserves (Tcf) G as Production (Tcf)

DSD DSD DSD DSD

CSR CSR CSR CSR

SSF SSF SSF SSF

CES CES CES CES

SSL SSL SSL SSL

Oil R eserves (109 bbl) OB Production (106 bbl/d) G as R eserves (Tcf) G as Production (Tcf)

Figure 1-3: The world hydrocarbon resources distribution in different depositional systems.

1.1 Research background

There are many object- and surface-based turbidite modeling algorithms available in public do

main. The development in this thesis is based on the following programs developed at the Centre 

of Computational Geostatistics (CCG) at the University of Alberta.

The LobeSim program, an object-based turbidite reservoir modeling program, was developed 

by Deutsch and Tran in 1999. A “simple” surface template was proposed and followed by later 

surface-based modeling techniques. This program was based on simulated annealing technique; 

both surface geometries and facies components can be well honoured, but the algorithm is quite 

slow.

Xie and Deutsch (2000) proposed a surface-based modeling program, SurfSim, which is 

based on a rule-based scheme to enforce data conditioning. The proposed methodology stochasti

cally builds a surface model and honours available surface picks; rules are based on volume fill

ing, types of stratal termination and the reproduction of within unit trends. The generated surface 

model mimics the appearance of actual geologic bounding surfaces and it was successfully ap

plied in an outcrop with tabular units.

Pyrcz and Deutsch (2003) proposed a hierarchical surface modeling program, TurbSim, 

which builds models based on user-specified surface geometry parameters. The large-scale ge-

3
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ometry may be a third-order lobe or bounding surfaces extracted from seismic. The fine-scale 

geometry is a second-order lobe. Surface model may be built hierarchically, that is, both large- 

and small-scale lobes may be built. A rejection algorithm was proposed for well conditioning, but 

the convergence may be slow with many wells. Facies are not simulated directly. As an alterna

tive, a surface-based hierarchical petrophysical trend modeling approach was proposed to simu

late reservoir petrophysical properties that followed the modeled reservoir spatial structures.

A limitation of TurbSim is that it assumes only single source location for all lobe events 

within given bounding surfaces. To extend the application of surface-based techniques in com

mon geological settings without modeling third-order lobes, firstly, LEjnodel program was de

signed by Deutsch in 2006. Surfaces extracted from seismic image were applied directly as 

bounding surfaces and multiple source locations might be specified. Besides the flexibility, the 

limitations of LEjnodel are also apparent: (1) the entry position of a candidate surface is ran

domly picked without any constraints; therefore the simulated surface may not follow local 

bathymetry very well, and (2) the program is unconditional, that is, it cannot reproduce intersec

tions at local wells.

The research in this thesis is based on the programs described above. For convenience, the 

development is based on the LEjnodel program, so the developed surface-based turbidite lobe 

events modeling program is still called LE jnodel.

1.2 Research motivation

The goal of this research is (1) to develop an algorithm that overcomes many of the limitations 

that have been identified, and (2) to extend the application of surface-based techniques to other 

geologic bodies with similar spatial structures, such as alluvial fans and delta fans. The initial mo

tivation of this research is to solve the volume missing problem at the later simulation stage.

To avoid surface stacking artifact, a candidate surface is positioned on a reference surface in

stead of on the former surface. The volume below the former surface is truncated, so some vol

ume will be lost. It is acceptable as long as the remaining volume is not too small. However, 

much volume is lost at the later simulation stage with the original algorithms of LE model pro

gram. Figure 1-4 shows a case study example with the original algorithms. After 75% of filling 

proportion, large amount of surfaces are needed to fill the remaining volume, which means that 

volume missing becomes serious.

The reasons for volume missing problem at the later simulation stage are (1) a horizontal 

plane with the global minimum elevation of the former surface is selected as the reference surface, 

and (2) the influence of angle of permissible deposition. The angle of permissible deposition is

4
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used to quantify basin boundary (Figure 1-5). At the later simulation stage, the global minimum 

elevation may be located out of the influence area, but it is difficult for this area to accept deposi

tion. Therefore, the global minimum elevation will stop updating and the volume missing prob

lem arises.

•o

200  400  600  800  1000

Number o f Surfaces

1
0 .9

0.8

0 .7  

0.6  

0 . 5

0 .4

,1 * 0 .3

I  0 .2  

0. 1 
0

0 200 400  600  800  1000

Number o f Surfaces

Figure 1-4: The cross plots of number of surfaces and filling proportion. Left: original surface placement 
rules without base surface transformation; Right: original surface placement rules with flattening base 
surface.

Remaining volume
Lost volumedatum

A

Figure 1-5: Schematic diagrams illustrating the volume missing problem at the later simulation stage. 
Left: the original vertical surface positioning rule. Right: the influence of angle of permissible deposition. 
Point “A” represents for a source location. Angle of permissible deposition, a, is used to quantify the ba
sin boundary.

1.3 The need for surface-based modeling technique

The geological reality cannot be well known with limited data; therefore, the “truth” will never be 

known in practice. Figure 1-6 shows an idealized deepwater turbidite model representing a geo

logical truth. The top and base surfaces are tilted and they pinch out towards north and west edges. 

Such pinch outs are common in continental slope environments. Since flow energy diminishes 

along streamlines, a special facies depositional sequence, the Bouma sequence, may form in a

5
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flooding event. In the conceptual model, facies relationship is very strict and clear. In practice, 

facies relationship can only be coarsely honoured due to flow energy fluctuations. 36 wells are 

regularly sampled in the conceptual model with 1000 m well distance. The well positions are 

shown in Figure 1-7 with the corresponding stratigraphic thickness distribution. In practice, such 

dense well pattern seldom exists due to high drilling costs in deepwater environments. A cross 

surface section and the corresponding facies section are shown in Figure 1-8 and Figure 1-9, re

spectively. It is important to note that the lobe thickness diminishes quickly along flow direction. 

Therefore, the curvilinear shape of facies distribution is very clear and follows the shape of sur

faces.

X-axis

Z-axis

Figure 1-6: A conceptual deepwater turbidite depositional model showing the idealized 3D facies distribu
tion. Note the curvilinear shape in both directions.

Thickness Distribution

■^npiij||pppqfi|p

E 0 ©

East (m)

Figure 1-7: The well locations map with stratigraphic thickness distributions as background information.
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300. _
Well7 W elH3 Well 19 Well25 Well31

0 DHrtanw 0 Distance 0 Distance 0 distance 0 Distance 0

200.

B
N

100.

1000. 2000. 3000. 4000 . 5000. 6000.0.
X (m )

Figure 1-8: A cross section from the depositional model shown in Figure 1-6. Note the curvilinear surface 
shape and the scale o f continuity. The lobe thickness also presents great variability.

200.0

X (m) 6500.0

Facies 4 

Facies 3 

Facies 2 

Facies 1

Figure 1-9: A possible facies distribution within the surface model shown in Figure 1-8. The curvilinear 
shape of the facies model is also very clear and follows the geometry of surface / lobe model.

1.3.1 Uncertainty on well correlations
Conventionally, reservoir structure is modeled with a series of well correlation diagrams, horizon

tal facies distribution maps and layer thickness distribution maps. Well sections with similar well 

log characteristics and lithology features are usually grouped into a geologic layer. In modem 

analysis, this is done within a sequence stratigraphic context.

Surface picks identification. Surface picks are the intersections of surfaces/lobes with well 

trajectories. Each interval between two surface picks is a Bouma sequence. This sequence is usu

ally incomplete due to lateral facies changes and depositional erosions. Surface picks with similar 

depositional characteristics may be grouped as larger-scale depositional unit.

Well correlation diagrams plotting. The correlation is often based on surface picks and/or 

seismic image. Building a fine-scale 3D reservoir structural model by hand is difficult because 

the information of fine-scale surfaces on seismic is incomplete. Descriptive language is used of

ten instead of giving a quantitative structure model. With the same identified surface picks, dif

ferent correlation maps may be plotted based on different geological understandings. In practice,

7
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usually only one correlation map is made because the procedure is tedious and time-consuming 

when large amount of wells are available. Figure 1-10 shows a hand-contoured well correlation 

map.

300.

W ein Well7 Well13 Well19 Well25 Well31

200. _

✓—N
B,

N

100._

0. 1000. 2000. 3000. 4000. 5000. 6000.

X ( m )
Figure 1-10: The identified surface picks and a hand-contoured well correlation map based on surface 
picks.

The limitations of above approach are apparent, (1) the correlation maps are usually built de- 

terministically, and (2) the procedure is tedious and time consuming. It is inefficient to build mul

tiple correlation diagrams by hand if there are many wells available. The correlation procedure is 

subjective, which has the advantage of integration of expert knowledge; however, the procedure 

is tedious and the scale of identified geological body may be unreasonable if average well dis

tance is sparse comparing with lobe size. Therefore, the inference of the spatial distribution of 

turbidite lobes is difficult and ambiguous. In practice, the spatial structure is commonly built at 

larger scale. Several Bouma sequences may be grouped together as a stratigraphic unit. Each unit 

is equivalent to a third-order lobe. The curvilinear shape of lobes is awkward to map by hand. 

Therefore, the result may look more like a “layer-cake” model and the spatial continuity inference 

may be incorrect.

Sequence stratigraphy may be applied to guide for building consistent reservoir structure. 

When seismic data are available, the stratigraphic framework building in large-scale is relatively 

straightforward. However, the resolution of seismic data is usually not good enough for fine-scale 

structure identification. Therefore, the solution for fine-scale reservoir structure model may not be 

unique.

In a word, the lack of control results in great uncertainty on fine-scale reservoir structure con

struction/modeling, which cannot be quantified by conventional approaches.
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1.3.2 Uncertainty on facies distribution
The distribution of facies controls the distribution of petrophysical properties, such as porosity 

and permeability. Therefore, the prediction of facies distribution is an important topic in reservoir 

modeling. Large-scale facies distribution may be visualized on high-resolution seismic image; 

however, fine-scale facies can only be identified on wells and outcrops, which cannot be continu

ously traced through seismic. 2D mapping methodologies are frequently applied to map areal fa

cies distributions, such as kriging and minimum curvature. These maps are deterministic and they 

are the average of a layer; therefore, they are only trend maps and cannot be used to quantify the 

uncertainty of a specific location. Another type of facies trend map is hand-contoured conceptual 

facies distribution map (Figure 1-11), which are deterministic; therefore, uncertainty is not quan

tified.
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Figure 1-11: A hand-contoured facies distribution map based on well data and well correlation results.

Cell-based stochastic modeling techniques may be applied to quantify the uncertainty of fa

cies distribution. The major limitation of cell-based facies modeling techniques is that only one- 

and two-point statistics can be reproduced, so the complicated reservoir structure cannot be cap

tured because the description of spatial structures needs three-point or even higher order of statis

tics. Figure 1-12 shows a typical SIS-based facies cross section based on 36 wells data. Although 

there are plenty of wells and average well distance is only 1 kilometre, the curvilinear shape of 

facies still cannot be well captured. In this research, a depositional trend-based facies modeling
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method is proposed. The method is also cell-based. The depositional coordinates of each cell are 

calculated and facies proportions are calculated based on specified trend template. Therefore, 

continuous surface information is transformed to discrete cell-based facies proportions informa

tion, which can be integrated by many SIS-based facies modeling techniques, such as truncated 

Gaussian simulation (GTSIM), blocked sequential indicator simulation (BlockSIS) and sequential 

indicator simulation with local means (sisim jm ).

In a word, uncertainty of facies distribution results from (1) the uncertainty of fine-scale res

ervoir structures, and (2) the uncertainty of cell-based facies modeling methodologies.

Based on above analysis, we can see that the curvilinear lobe distribution is the major drive 

for turbidite facies distribution, which cannot be well reproduced with conventional geostatistical 

tools. Therefore, we need surface-based modeling techniques to integrate limited information and 

geological knowledge.

Facies 4 

Facies 3

■ Facies 2 

Facies 1

0.0 x  (m) 6500.0

Figure 1-12: A conventional SIS-based facies section based on well data. Although there are many wells 
available, the spatial structure is not realistic and does not follow the shape of the conceptual depositional 
model.

1.4 Dissertation outline

Chapter 2 is an overview of the geological background of deepwater depositional systems. Sec

tion 2.1 reviews deep sea environments. Section 2.2 illustrates the deepwater turbidite classifica

tion used in this thesis and their major characteristics. Section 2.3 illustrates the major compo

nents of turbidity current. Section 2.4 presents the idealized vertical profile, Bouma sequence, and 

its characteristic of each division. Section 2.5 discusses the large-scale controlling parameters on 

turbidite distribution.

Chapter 3 illustrates the advances in surface based modeling made in this research. Section

3.1 presents an automatic procedure for surface identification based on well logs. Section 3.2 pre

sents the advances in lobe events modeling. Section 3.3 illustrates the advances on strataform sur

face simulation.

Chapter 4 demonstrates a possible application of constructed facies models and the surface- 

based facies modeling approach. Section 4.1 introduces the conceptual turbidite model used in 

this thesis. Section 4.2 presents how to integrate vertical facies trends with conceptual facies
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model, that is, the idealized areal facies distribution. Section 4.3 illustrates how to integrate statis

tical trends with honouring global facies proportions. Section 4.4 compares two popular cell- 

based facies modeling approaches that can integrate facies proportions information. Section 4.5 

presents a geologically realistic case study to explain the application of surface-base modeling 

approach.

Chapter 5 presents a turbidite case study. A geostatistical workflow is presented. The reser

voir is located in a typical deepwater environment with 36 synthetic wells. Known conditioning 

data include surface picks, facies, porosity and permeability well logs. 25 stochastic surface mod

els are built with honouring all surface picks. All available facies, porosity and permeability data 

are honoured in coming reservoir properties modeling stage.

Chapter 6 presents conclusions and discusses the limitations of this research.
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Chapter 2 

Geological Background

There are three fundamental deepwater depositional environments, (1) slope aprons, (2) subma

rine fans, and (3) basin plains. Second-order turbidite lobe focus of this thesis is an important 

component of deepwater submarine fans. The chief characteristics of deepwater submarine fans 

are illustrated in this chapter, (1) a brief introduction of deep sea environment, (2) the classifica

tion and basic characteristics of deepwater submarine fans, (3) major components of large-scale 

turbidity current, (4) components of idealized vertical profile, the Bouma sequence, and (5) major 

controlling parameters on the morphology of deepwater depositional systems.

2.1 Deep sea environment

The deep sea can be subdivided into several topographical units, (1) deep-sea grabens, (2) ocean 

basins, and (3) continental margins. Most submarine fans are located along continental margins. 

The bottom gradient of typical submarine fans is usually less than 0.5 degrees (Table 2-1). Sub

marine canyons play an important role in carrying large amount of sediments across continental 

margins to form submarine fans. These canyons and channels are easily visualized on high reso

lution seismic.

Location Bottom gradient in degrees
Submarine canyons 1 .0 -3 .0
Upper fan channels 0 .2 -0 .5
Middle fan lobes 0 1 © j ! I

Lower fan

<N©1©

Table 2-1: Typical gradients of submarine fans (after Pickering et al., 1989)

Reineck and Singh (1980) summarized the important transport systems in the continental 

shelf, margin and ocean basins, which produce characteristic types of deep-sea deposits:

1) Fluvial mixed transport and separation of sand and lutum.

2) Transport and deposition of sand, including longshore transport, canyon and distributary 

transport.

3) Low-velocity, low-density turbidity currents.

4) High-velocity, high-density turbidity currents.

5) Sediment slides of larger dimensions.

6) Transport through contour currents.
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From above, we can see that transport systems of deep sea environment are complicated; 

therefore, a universal process-based turbidite modeling program development is difficult.

Although the transport mechanisms may be different, many transport systems form similar 

deposition structures. Middleton and Hampton (1976) distinguished four types of sediment grav

ity flow and their possible deposition forms:

1) Turbidity current flow —*■ turbidite.

2) Liquefied sediment flow —> turbidite.

3) Grain flow —> resedimented conglomerate and some fluxo turbidite.

4) Debris flow —» pebbly mudstone.

Therefore, surface-based modeling technique development is practical by neglecting specific 

depositional mechanisms and modeling lobe geometry instead. As a geometry-based simulation 

approach, surface-based modeling technique may be applied in many types of turbidite deposi

tional systems with similar spatial structures.

2.2 Deepwater turbidite classification

Each turbidite system has unique tectonic setting, sediment supply and oceanographic controls 

(Stow, 1992). For simplicity, an idealized end-member classification is applied in this research. 

There are two types of deepwater submarine fans, radial fan and elongate fan. Radial fan includes 

three regions, upper fan, mid-fan and lower fan. Upper fan region is dominated by a single feeder 

channel or canyon that is flanked by distinct levees; mid-fan region is characterized by distribu- 

tory channels and depositional lobes; lower fan is smooth with low-gradient. Radial fans are usu

ally sand-rich fans. Elongate fans extend longitudinally away from a relatively broad head region, 

either perpendicular to or sub-parallel to the source-area margin. Two or more main fan channels 

may be developed with distinct confined levees and these channels meander across an extensive 

mid-fan area. Large terminal lobes form in a smooth lower fan region. The facies distribution is 

more elongate than concentric. These fans are often referred to as mud-rich fans. The research in 

this thesis focuses on second-order lobes, which may be middle fan lobes of a radial fan or distal 

fan lobes of an elongate fan.

The classification of smaller-scale architectural elements of turbidite environment is also 

complicated. Many classifications were proposed for specific research purposes or based on dif

ferent geological settings. For example, the Reading and Richards (1984) scheme was based on 

grain size and feeder system and it was proposed to describe various architectural element asso

ciations. The Ghosh and Lowe (1993) scheme, a hierarchical process-based architectural elements 

classification scheme, is applied in this research. According to this classification, individual ho-
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mogeneous component is identified as first-order architectural elements, including individual di

vision of the Bouma sequence and other coarser components. A single or the collection of first- 

order elements forms a second-order element, which represents products of a flow event. Third- 

and fourth-order architectural elements represent reservoir-scale features, such as lobes and chan- 

nel-levee systems. These elements can be visualized and continuously traced on high-resolution 

seismic, thus they are treated as boundary conditions in this research. Note that because of the 

resolution of seismic, the distribution of bounding surfaces may have some uncertainties.

2.3 Components o f large-scale turbidity current

As mentioned above, turbidity current is an important transport system in deepwater environment. 

Small-scale turbidity currents have great variability, so the prediction of the product of small- 

scale turbidity currents is difficult. Large-scale turbidity current may be distinguished into head, 

body and tail components (Figure 2-1). Head is the thickest part that is the region of erosion and 

formation of scour marks; body is rather uniform in thickness through its length; and tail is where 

flow thins out and becomes dilute. Dense medium (sediment-water mixture) must be continu

ously supplied in the head to compensate for the losses caused by turbulence (Middleton and 

Hampton, 1976). If loss is larger than compensation, the turbidity current slows down and begins 

forming a new lobe.

to®

Figure 2-1: Simplified sketch of a large turbidity current, divided into head, body and tail regions. Setting 
from the wake behind the head produces a lateral size grading in the flow (after Pickering et al. 1989).

2.4 Components o f Bouma sequence

Bouma (1962) made a comprehensive study of ancient turbidites and developed a vertical facies 

model, the well-known Bouma sequence (Figure 2-2). An idealized turbidite sequence is made up 

of five divisions with specific sedimentary structures:
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1) Graded interval, the lowest part. It shows more or less distinct graded bedding. No other 

sedimentary structures exist. It is sandy or gravelly in nature. The contact to the former 

deposition is usually erosional.

2) Lower interval of parallel lamination. It shows predominantly thick parallel laminae of 

sand. The contact to the graded interval is gradual.

3) Current ripple lamination interval. It is made up of fine sand and silty sediments and 

shows small-current ripple bedding. An indistinct grading is present from bottom to top.

4) Upper interval of parallel lamination. It is a very fine sandy to silty clay zone showing 

a distinct parallel lamination.

5) Pelitic interval. This is a clayey sediments interval. No distinct sedimentary structures 

exist.

These intervals are seldom completely observed due to lateral facies change and depositional 

erosions. Note that Bouma sequence is idealized. Many researchers modified it based on geologi

cal settings, such as Hesse (1992), Pickering (1989).

Grain size (0 ) Time of Bouma sequence Devisions Interpretation
I 2 0 - deposition (1962)

Clay Silt
\

Md.

Sand

is.
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-a )
Erosion by turbidity current

)  —
i 1 to 10"y F (Hemi-)pelagic Interturbidite

\
M onths(?) » T 7 v T \

E Pelitic
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hem ipelagic particles
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Figure 2-2: Modified Bouma sequence of primary sedimentary structures in an ideal turbidite showing a 
pelagic (or hemipelagic) interturbidite layer (F-division) separated from the pelitic E-division (after Picker
ing etal. 1989).

2.5 Large-scale controlling parameters on turbidite morphology

The natural development of surface models involves geological processes that occur over a range 

of time-scales. Stow et al. (1996) and Baas et al. (2005) summarized the major long-scale pa

rameters controlling the morphology of deep-water depositional systems (Table 2-2). In general, 

the shape and internal organization of deep-water systems vary according to grain size, sea-level, 

basin configuration and degree of basin confinement, number and distribution of sediment input
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points and tectonic settings. Grain size represents flow energy which controls the lobe geometry 

and scale, such as lobe shape, length and width. In LEjnodel program developed in this thesis, 

lobe geometries are randomly drawn from user specified distributions. From Figure 2-2, it is 

very clear that turbidite flow events are driven by processes on annual or sub-annual time-scale. 

Therefore, long-scale controlling parameters, such as sea-level changes, basin configuration, de

gree of basin confinement and tectonic settings are assumed stable during stochastic lobe events 

modeling. In particular, sea-level changes result in different surface stacking patterns, such as 

aggradation, progradation and retrogradation, and large-scale thickness trend. The number and 

distribution of sediment input points can be specified explicitly in LEjnodel program. The sedi

ment input points are located on one edge of the model. A coordinate transform could be applied 

to rotate the spatial coordinates to align the model with the paleocurrent.

Long-scale controlling parameters Short-scale controlling parameters

Regional basin tectonics

Local tectonics
Basin bathymetry
Basin and basin margin geometry
Entry point distribution

Sea-level fluctuations
Eustatic changes
Tectonically induced changes
Variations in clastic input

Rate, type and source of sediment supply

Depositional process
Hinterland type and climate
Nearshore system, type and shape
Shelf systems, type and shape

Table 2-2 Major parameters controlling the morphology of deepwater clastic depositional systems (after 
Baas et al. 2005)
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Chapter 3

Advances in Surface Based Modeling
The research in this thesis focuses on two modeling targets, (1) second-order lobes, and (2) strata- 

form surfaces. Lobe events modeling is mainly based on the LEjnodel and TurbSim programs. 

Strataform modeling is based on the Surfsim program developed by Pyrcz in 2004.

Section 3.1 illustrates an automatic surface picks identification approach that can be used as 

the data preparation process for surface modeling; Section 3.2 illustrates advances in lobe events 

modeling; Section 3.3 presents advances in strataform modeling aiming at making it more flexi

ble and powerful.

3.1 Automatic surface picks identification
Surface picks are the intersections of surfaces with wells. Third-order surfaces can be clearly 

visualized on high-resolution seismic, but the identification of second-order surface picks is prob

lematic. Due to the scale, second-order surface picks can only be identified on well logs, core and 

outcrops. In general, there is no directly relevant outcrop data to a particular deepwater reservoir. 

Core is limited due to cost. Therefore, well logs are the common information used for surface 

picks identification. Experienced geologists can identify them with specific well logs, such as RT  

(resistivity), Gr (Gamma) and/or SP (spontaneous potential). In many cases, the accessible logs 

are interpreted petrophysical property logs instead of raw logs. These logs may be facies propor

tions, Faciz), porosity, </>{z), and shale content, Vsh(z). The proposed methodology can be ap

plied to raw or interpreted log, and it may be easily modified to utilize multiple well logs to mini

mize misidentification.

Commonly, bed thickness within a turbidite lobe presents a thinning-upward trend. There are 

two types of idealized sequence with thinning-upward trend, (1) gradual and progressive thin

ning-upward trend, and (2) step-like thinning-upward trend (Figure 3-1). The probability of grad

ual and progressive thinning-upward trends is very small (Pickering, 1989). The proposed ap

proach can handle both trends.

A core profile o f  the Cumberland Bay Formation (CBF) o f  South Georgia is selected to illus

trate the proposed methodology (Figure 3-2). CBF is a thick sequence of turbidite sandstones de

posited in a linear back-arc basin (MacDonald, 1992). The selected profile is a shale abundant 

vertical sequence located in distal turbidite. A synthetic porosity curve is constructed that is 

shown as the solid line in Figure 3-3. Lamination information is discarded and only lithofacies
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information is kept. Texture information may be important in surface picks identification; how

ever, it is very hard to obtain directly from well logs. Two lithofacies are assumed based on origi

nal profile, sandstone and mudstone.

(A) Gradual
Zj

e - r - T - l

Thin Beds
(B) Step-like

Thick Beds

•~l
Z -Z -Z -Z i

P = 2.7 x 10-6 P = 0.125

Thin Beds

Medium Beds

Thick Beds

Thin Beds

Figure 3-1: Idealized types of sequence shown as thinning-upward trends, (a) gradual, and (b) step
like (Pickering et al. 1989). The calculated probability of happening is shown below each sequence.

Figure 3-2: A representative 
sedimentological profile of the 
Cumberland Bay Formation 
(CBF) of South Georgia (after, 
MacDonald, 1992).

u k graded bedding 

»  parallel lamrtatlon 

k a  cross lamination 
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Figure 3-3: A diagram illustrating the vertical lithofacies profile, synthetic porosity curve and auto surface 
pick identification results. Reference profile is plotted on the left with 16 sandstone layers. The identified 
rock type picks are shown with gray left arrows, and the identified surface picks are illustrated with dark 
left arrows. The original porosity is plotted with thin solid line, and the smoothed porosity is illustrated 
with heavy solid line. High porosity (> 10%) is filled for highlighting. The positive first-order derivative of 
porosity is also highlighted.

3.1.1 Rock type picks identification

The first step in automatic surface picks identification is rock type picks identification. The iden

tification is based on the fact that effective porosity in sandstone is generally higher than that in 

mudstone. Therefore, porosity has steeper slope on sandstone boundary. The transition will be 

very clear if silty deposition is clean,

a. Smooth original curves
Usually, short-scale variability exists within all rock types. It may lead to misidentification. 

Therefore, a smoothing approach is implemented as a preprocessor. A simple solution is to 

smooth the original well log with moving windows. To retain the major curve characteristics, an 

unequal-weighted moving window smooth methodology is applied.
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The method can be expressed as:
a[ = 0.5 • ax + 0.25 • (a0 + a2) (3.1)

where a\ is the currently processed value, a[ is the smoothed value, a0 and a2 are the adjacent 

values. The smoothed porosity curve is plotted as the heavy solid line in Figure 3-3. Alternative 

smoothing algorithms or different window sizes could be considered if the resulting picks are too 

frequent or appear to be missed.

b. Rock type picks identification
Rock type picks identification is based on the fact that sandstone has higher porosity values 

and there is a significant rate of change in porosity at a boundary.

First-order derivative of the smoothed curve is calculated to quantify the rate of change:

cf0 = (a i - a 0)/(d l - d 0) (3.2)

where ao is the currently processed data point, a'Q is its first-order derivative value, a\ is the data

value of the upper adjacent position, do and d\ are the depth of ao and a\, respectively. In practice, 

petrophysical properties are usually interpreted from well logs that are regularly sampled, so 

dl -  d0 is usually constant. This procedure may be repeated several times for a smoother curve.

There are other numerical schemes to calculate the derivative of regularly spaced data; however, 

this simple approach is considered adequate in most cases.

The lower sandstone boundary has a positive derivative, and the upper boundary has a nega

tive derivative (the right plot of Figure 3-3). Lower and upper cutoffs of the derivatives can be 

specified to identify surface picks. The cutoffs selection is problem related. In the case study, - 

300.0 and 300.0 are selected, respectively. All 16 sandstone picks are accurately identified 

(Figure 3-3). There will always be a need for the geological modeler to tune these thresholds and 

other calculation parameters to attain surface picks that match their interpretation.

3.1.2 Surface picks identification

The proposed methodology is based on identifying thinning-upward depositional trend. Because 

of flow energy fluctuations, grain size and thickness fluctuation are inevitable. Therefore, an un

equal-weighted moving-window smoothing approach may be applied to eliminate the fluctuations. 

A drawback of the smoothing is that a thicker sequence may screen adjacent thinner sequences. 

The modeler has to make the decision on what kind of smoothing to apply. Trial-and-error is re

quired. The thickness distribution of the case study is shown on the left plot in Figure 3-4. The 

first-order derivative of the example described above is shown on the right plot in Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4: Thickness curve and first-order thickness derivative curve. First-order derivatives with nega
tive values are highlighted on the map to show the identified surface picks. The picks are denoted as black 
left arrows in Figure 3-3.

3.1.3 An example parameter file of SBjpick
A Fortran 90 program, SB_pick, was written to perform the proposed methodologies described 

above. An example parameter file (following GSLIB conventions) is shown below. An explana

tion of each parameter is provided in Table 3-1.

Parameters for SB_pick:
1. por.dat - file with property values
2. 3 5 - depth column, property column
3. smooth.out - file with smoothed property & derivative
4. pick.out - file with surface picks
5. -500.0 500.0 - lower and upper cutoff of derivatives
6. 0 - smooth thickness? (0=no, l=yes)

Line Description
1 Input file with property values.
2 Column numbers for depth and proper curve.
3 Output file with smoothed property values and its derivatives.
4 Output file with identified surface picks.
5 Lower and upper cutoff of derivatives.
6 Indicator for performing thickness smoothing or not, 0 = no, 1 = yes.

Table 3-1: A description of the SB_pick parameter file.
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3.1.4 Some comments on SB_pick

1. In practice, 0(z)  is a function of grain size, sorting and diagenesis. Therefore, porosity 

may not be a good indicator for surface picks identification. Fac(z) and Vsh(z) may have better 

geological response than <j>{z). Some raw well logs such as RT, Gr and SP may also be used. SP 

log may indicate permeability changes and may be a good sand/shale indicator.

2. The cutoff o f first-order derivative of porosity should be adjusted in different problem 

settings. If the cutoff is set too large, some thinner layers may not be identified.

3. The analysis should be performed separately within each stratigraphic layer.

3.2 Advances in lobe events modeling

3.2.1 Surface template

During modeling, surfaces are stochastically generated based on a proposed analytical surface 

template. A simplified lobe geometry template is applied to define the idealized surface shape.

In plan view, the lobe boundary is defined by,

W(x)  = 4 wmax 1 —
x \ b

length
1 - 1-

length (3.3)

where fV(x) is the width from the centerline, x  is the distance along centerline, wmax and length is 

the maximum lobe width and length drawn from user-specified distribution, respectively, 

b = -  ln(2) /  ln(l -  a ) , where a is the relative position of maximum width (Figure 3-5).

The lobe geometry is quantified by a gridded surface of thickness. The thickness determina

tion methodology adopted from the channel cross-section geometry determination methodology 

developed by Deutsch and Wang (1996). Thickness distribution along center line is quantified 

first; cross-section thickness is determined based on the thickness at centerline location.

Thickness along center line is defined geometrically by,

t (x)  = 4 • tmax
(

1 —
x

length
1- 1 —

x \ b

length
(3.4)

where t(x) is the thickness along centerline, tmax is the maximum thickness drawn from user- 

specified parameter, b = - ln (2 )  / ln(l -  a ) , where a is the relative position of maximum width. 

Cross-section geometry is defined geometrically by,

t (y)  = 4- t (x) y
2-W(x)

1 - y
\ b

2 -W(x)
(3.5)
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where t(y) is the thickness along a cross section, y  is the distance to lower boundary, 

y  e  [0,2 • W  (x)] , b  — -  ln(2) / In ( a ) , where a is the relative position of maximum thickness.

During simulation, length, wmax and tmax are drawn from user-specified distributions; a is 

deterministic, which is 0.66 in Equations (3.3) and (3.4) and 0.5 in Equation (3.5), which means 

that the position of maximum width and thickness are at 2/3 of lobe length and the geometry of 

cross sections is symmetric (Figure 3-6).

No channels are constructed and the starting width of a lobe is zero. The centerline of lobe is 

constructed by lobe width, instead of by local maximum gradient direction. Therefore, the center- 

line may not be consistent with local maximum gradient.

There is no unique way for object-based lobe parameterization. Surface shape may be modi

fied to fit specific geologic settings. The parameterization could easily get more elaborate at the 

cost of additional parameters that must be inferred from limited observational data. For example, 

ruguosity or inter-fingering may be added to the lobe geometry.

W(x)

Plan View

t(x)

Long Section
li lI X

t(y)
Cross Section

IM

0| ii y

Figure 3-5: Parameters needed to describe the 3-D lobe geometry.
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Figure 3-6: A lobe built with proposed analytical surface templates.

3.2.2 Initial bathymetry

As a gravity-driven mass flow, the shape and orientation of turbidite are strongly controlled by

sea floor bathymetry; therefore, the initial base surface bathymetry inference is important in sur

face-based modeling approaches. However, paleobathymetry is difficult to infer, especially in the 

presence of complicated tectonic history. Basin modeling or tectonic inversion based on seismic 

data and reasonable assumptions may be used. When no information is available to make reason

able assumptions, a simple surface simulation/transformation approach may be applied to rebuild 

the idealized initial base surface bathymetry. Three base surface transform approaches are applied 

in LEjnodel program.

1) Flatten base surface

The simplest solution is to flatten the base surface. The transformed stratigraphic coordinate 

can be expressed as (Deutsch, 2002):

where zrd is the relative stratigraphic coordinate, zc* is the elevation of base level, zct is the eleva

tion of top surface, and T  is the average thickness of the strata. The coordinate zret is 0.0 at strati

graphic base and equals the thickness at stratigraphic top.

This transform may be reversed by:

While, this transform is not recommended when there is additional information on the reservoir 

thickness and geometry.

(3.6)

(3.7)
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2) Transform base surface to a paraboloid

The base surface may be transformed to an idealized shape based on global base surface 

bathymetry. The transformed base surface works as a trend surface that removes high frequency 

and possible unreliable noise in the bathymetry.

The proposed method is to approximate the base surface by an analytical surface of second 

order:

z  = ax2 +bxy + cy2+ dx + ey + f  (3.8)

The coefficients of the paraboloid are obtained by least-squares solution of an over

determined system of linear equations, given the coordinates of a set of points in the neighbor

hood of the point of interest:

XAT = z  (3.9)

where A = [ a , b , c , d , e , f ]  are the parameters of the paraboloid; X = [x,y , z]  are the coordi
nates of a surface point; and z  = \zx, z 2, • ■ •, zn ] are the elevations of base surface (after Krsek et
al., 1998).

The stratigraphic coordinates are transformed based on the difference between the base level 

and the fitted paraboloid. That is,

Z r e l = Z - ( Z c b - Z p a r a b ) (3-10)

where zpamh is the elevation of the fitted paraboloid.

This transform may be reversed by:

2  ~  Z r e l  +  Z c b  ~  2  p a r a b  (3-11)

3) Transform base surface to an incline

When the paleogeometry is approximately linear, an incline may be more suitable for simu

lating the idealized base surface. The analytic surface of first order is expressed as:

z - a x  + by + c (3.12)

The incline transform and back transform procedures are similar to the paraboloid transform.

The paraboloid or incline base surface transform are recommended because: (1) the 

global bathymetry is kept after transform, (2) resulting surface models are more realistic,

and (3) honouring stacking patterns becomes possible. The modeler may plot the base

surface and visualize it in 3D to select the proper transformation approach, paraboloid or 

incline.

The stratigraphic framework is always tilted in deepwater turbidite environments, al

though the gradient may be very low in the mid-fan area. Empirical studies with the re

search code have shown that paraboloid and incline transforms are stable in common
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geological settings, even in high gradient environments, and the resulting surface model 

is geologically realistic and free from visual artifacts. Therefore, the program may be ap

plied for alluvial fans and delta fans modeling.

(a)

(b)

■(c)

m

!

Figure 3-7: An example base surface and transformed base surfaces, (a) original base sur
face, (b) paraboloid base surface, and (c) incline base surface.
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An example base surface and the transformed paraboloid and incline are shown in Figure 3-7. 

Base surface transform should not be performed if there is resolvable local information in the pa- 

leobathymetry. For example, if there are ponded minibasins, the base surface transform could 

remove this information. According to sequence stratigraphy, the idealized base surface is often 

referred to as global base level.

Some part of base surface may be highly deformed which has great influence on global base 

level simulation. To mitigate the influence, a marker surface may be used to constrain the area 

used for surface fitting. The unwanted grid nodes are not considered (Figure 3-8). At present, 

only non-faulted structures are considered.

When the base surface is transformed, the residuals of the original base surface and the global 

base level are saved and may be added back after simulation; hence the fluctuation of base sur

face will be brought to the final surface model.

Figure 3-8: Schematic diagram illustrating the mark surface definition. All un-wanted grid cells are 
signed extremely large values as the indicator of “bad” grids which will not be used for idealized base 
surface simulation.

3.2.3 Surface positioning

Surface placement includes the determination of attitude and location. For convenience, we will 

discuss theses two aspects in two sections.

The surface positioning algorithm should: (1) respect geologic information with respect to the 

interrelationship of the architectural elements described by the surfaces, (2) avoid boundary and 

vertical surface stacking artifacts, (3) result in a reasonable probability of the candidate surface 

being accepted, and (4) be computationally efficient (Pyrcz, 2004).
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Under the assumption that no erosion happens during surface modeling, base surface is un

changed during simulation. However, the top surface is always treated as a global unconformity; 

any surface above the top surface will be truncated.

1. Vertical surface positioning rule

According to sequence stratigraphic principles, a candidate surface should ideally be positioned 

on a base level. Base level is generally regarded as a global reference surface to which long-term 

continental denudation and marine aggradation tend to proceed (Catuneanu, 2006). The base level 

is not a real physical surface; it is dynamic, moving upward and downward through time.

(1) Two types of base levels

Global base level is the interactive result of regional basin tectonics, rate, type and source of 

sediment supply and sea-level fluctuations. Many continental slope base level models and river 

base level models have been proposed, such as Friedrichs and Wright (2004) and Cronin and 

Hartley (2000). Usually, the research area for fine-scale deepwater turbidite modeling is only in 

reservoir scale; therefore, it is difficult to infer and integrate these models into LEjnodel program. 

As an alternative, a surface fitting methodology is applied to approximate the shape of global 

base level, which has been illustrated earlier and referred as the initial bathymetry reproduction.

In this thesis, the local base level concept is inferred for fine-scale lobe positioning, but the 

scale is much smaller than the local level used in sequence stratigraphy research. These base lev

els are formed by the bathymetric healing process of turbidity current, and not related to any 

large-scale controlling parameters. Recall the structure of large-scale turbidity current shown in 

Figure 2-1, along flow path, turbidity current releases loads from both head and tail, and absorbs 

new load into head by eroding former deposition as compensation. The balance is dynamic and 

results in the evolution of local base level (Figure 3-9). When loss is greater than compensation, a 

new lobe starts forming. Under the assumption that turbidity current loses its erosion ability as 

long as a new lobe forms, the new lobe is positioned on a local base level made by former turbid

ity currents, not by itself. In practice, a local base level is the final trend of filling topographic 

lows and smoothing topographic relief.

From above discussion, a local base level is formed by depositional process only. Long-term 

controlling parameters, such as sea-level change, tectonic movements and depositional supply, 

control the trend of local base level evolution. Local base level evolution is the driver for global 

base level formation. There is some literature on the relationship of conventional local base level 

and global equilibrium profile of the river-marine system, such as Press and Siever (1986) and 

Catuneanu (2006). In these publications, local profiles are graded fluvial profiles. Under the as

sumption that erosion is more significant than accommodation, they always move downward to
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global base level. In LEjnodel program, erosion is assumed to be insignificant; therefore, ac

commodation is the major component. Under this assumption, local base levels should be always 

located above global base level and move upward toward the top surface, which represents the 

final status of global base level.

Local topography

New lobe

erosion 

Jj new deposition finer finestcoarse

Figure 3-9: A schematic diagram showing the local base profile forming procedure. The vertical scale has 
been exaggerated to illustrate the local erosion and new deposition process.

(2) Simulation of base levels

For simplification, the same surface fitting methods are applied for both global and local base 

levels simulation. Paraboloid and incline are selected to represent for base levels. The selection is 

based on (1) paraboloid or incline mimic the idealized surface shape well, (2) a candidate surface 

will not change its inclination locally after positioning on a paraboloid or incline, so no surface 

stacking artifacts arise, and (3) there are many algorithms available in public domain for parabol

oid or incline fitting, such as Yu (2001), and the fitting is computationally efficient.

The local base levels are dynamically fitted as functions of former simulated surfaces. The 

surface shape that best meets proposed surface acceptance criterion is selected and no user inter

action is needed. The surface acceptance criteria will be discussed below.

(3) Original surface placement rules

The original LEjnodel program positioned a candidate surface on a datum with the global 

minimum elevation of former surface. Datum updating rate is much slower than surface stacking 

rate due to (1) the influence of permissible angle, and (2) no constraints on lobe entry point selec

tion. Therefore, datum is much lower than simulated surface during later simulation stage (Figure 

3-10).
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accepted surface
candidate surfacedatum

Figure 3-10: Schematic plot showing volume missing problem.

For demonstration, a pair of synthetic bounding surfaces was constructed. The gradient of the 

base surface is about 2 degrees towards southeast. The bounding surfaces pinch out towards the 

western and northern edge to mimic the common stratigraphic situation in continental slope envi

ronment.

M ethod I: without transforming base surface

Without base surface transform, 1000 surfaces were generated with final filling proportion of 

89.8%. One long section and one cross section are shown in Figure 3-11. In general, the surface 

model is visually acceptable along the longitudinal direction, but it is not realistic in the trans

verse direction because of the influence of local bathymetry. It does not reproduce a compensa- 

tional stacking pattern very well. From the cross plot of filling proportion versus number of sur

faces, we can see that the filling proportion is in the direct proportional to the number of surfaces 

at the initial stage, but more surfaces are needed at the later stage (refer back to the left of Figure 

1-4).

M ethod II: fla tten ing  base surface

After flattening the base surface, 1000 surfaces were generated to fill 94.99% of the volume. 

The surface model is visually acceptable in both directions. Figure 3-12 shows the same long- 

section and cross-section as in Figure 3-11. The missing volume problem at the later simulation 

stages still exists (refer back to the right plot in Figure 1-4).

(4) New vertical surface placement rules

The new vertical surface positioning rule amounts to recalculate base level for each surface. 

The workflow of the rule is: (1) a candidate surface is drawn, (2) the local base level of this can

didate surface is fitted based on local topography, (3) the candidate surface is added on the local 

base level based on its thickness, and (4) the volume below former surfaces is truncated under the 

assumption that no erosion happens (Figure 3-13).
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Long Section 10
300.0

0.0
X(m)25.0 6475.0

Cross Section 25
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0.0
25.0 Y(m) 6475.0

Figure 3-11: A long section and a cross section to illustrate the surface modeling results of original sur
face placement rules without base surface transformation.

Long Section 10
300.0

0.0
X(m) 6475.025.0

Cross Section 25
300.0

0.0
Y(m)25.0 6475.0

Figure 3-12: A long section and a cross section to illustrate the surface modeling results of original sur
face placement rules with flattening base surface.

\  local profile 

m issing volume

local profile

Figure 3-13: Schematic plot showing the vertical surface placement rule.
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For comparison, the same bounding surfaces and surface simulation parameters used in for

mer case study are applied to demonstrate the new surface position rule. The target filling propor

tion is also set to 95%. Simulation results are shown in Figure 3-14 through Figure 3-17. Spatial 

structures are geologically realistic. The cross plots of number of surfaces versus filling propor

tion are shown in

Figure 3-18. They all have linear shapes, which means that the missing volume problem is es

sentially solved. Some related statistics are shown in Table 3-2. Incline transform is the best in 

this case study in the sense that fewer surfaces are needed.

2. Areal surface positioning rule

The areal surface positioning rule amounts to the selection of an entry location. As a gravity- 

driven flow, local bathymetry has great influence on lobe orientation, geometry and positioning; 

therefore, the entry location may be a function of previous surface. The entry position may also 

be independent of previous surfaces, which is applied in LEjnodel program. Since the entry loca

tion is selected independently, some additional rules are needed as constraints for a reasonable 

surface position. A reasonable surface model should honour compensational stacking pattern, 

which is the tendency of flow event deposit to fill topographic lows and to smooth topographic 

relief.

Long Section 10
300.0

0.0
25.0 6475.0

Cross Section 25
300.0

0.0
25.0 6475.0

Figure 3-14: Long section 10 and cross section 25. No base surface transform is performed.
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Long Section 10
300.0

0.0
6475.025.0

Cross Section 25
300.0

0.0
6475.025.0

Figure 3-15: Long section 10 and cross section 25. Base surface is flattened during simulation and then 
back transformed to original shape.

Long Section 10
300.0

0.0
6475.025.0

Cross Section 25
300.0

0.0
25.0 6475.0

Figure 3-16: Long section 10 and cross section 25. Base surface is transformed to a paraboloid during 
simulation and then back transformed.
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Long Section 10
300.0

0.0
6475.025.0

Cross Section 25
300.0

0.0
25.0 6475.0

Figure 3-17: Long section 10 and cross section 25. Base surface is transformed to an incline during simula
tion and then back transformed.
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Figure 3-18: The number of surfaces and filling proportion, (a) no base surface transform; (b) flatten base 
surface; (c) transform base surface to a paraboloid; and (d) transform base surface to an incline.
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Method Number of surfaces Filling Proportion
No base surface transform 99 95.3%
Flatten base surface 82 95.3%
Transform base surface to a paraboloid 78 95.1%
Transform base surface to an incline 75 95.3%

Table 3-2: Some statistics of a synthetic case study with different base surface transform approach.

The areal position is selected by the following procedures: (1) an areal surface occurrence 

probability field is constructed first. The probability is a function of areal relative positions, al

ready simulated thickness and remaining thickness. A position that is more proximal and close to 

a channel entry point, with larger remaining thickness or minimum simulated thickness, will have 

larger occurrence probability; (2) a uniform random number within [0.0, 1.0] is drawn; and (3) 

the ratio of cumulative probability over total probability is calculated with specific searching path 

and the position where the ratio is equal to the random number is selected as the entry location.

3.2.4 Well conditioning

An existing well conditioning method for surface-based modeling is the rejection algorithm pro

posed by Pyrcz (2004). The key steps of the algorithm are: (1) a candidate surface is built, (2) the 

residual of each available well datum to the candidate surface is calculated, (3) if the sum of the 

residual is less than a specified tolerance, the surface is accepted; otherwise, it is rejected and the 

procedure is repeated, and (4) the residual is simulated for all locations and added to the surface 

to ensure exactitude.

The initial tolerance of rejection algorithm is usually set to a small value for smooth surface 

models. The tolerance may be increased gradually to improve speed, but unexpected short-scale 

variations may be introduced.

As an improvement, a dual-spline error surface interpolation algorithm is proposed in 

LEjnodel program for fast well conditioning. The surface acceptance criteria and optimal surface 

selection methodology are modified as follows.

Surface acceptance criteria:

1. If the candidate surface does not pass through any wells, it is accepted only when it meets 

other constraints. For example, the surface A in Figure 3-19.

2. If the candidate surface passes through only one well, it is acceptable only when available 

surface pick is located within the surface. For example, the surface C in Figure 3-19; sur

face B is rejected.
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3. If the candidate surface passes through more than one well, it is acceptable when all 

available well picks are located within the surface. For example, the surface D in Figure 

3-19.

Surface conditioning methodology:

1. If the candidate surface passes through only one well, (1) residual of available well pick 

to candidate surface is calculated, and (2) the surface is shifted downward based on the 

residual (Figure 3-20).

2. If the candidate surface passes through multiple wells, (1) the residual of each surface 

pick to the candidate surface is calculated, (2) the minimum residual rmm and maximum

residual rmax are calculated, (3) the candidate surface is shifted downward by distance 

I (/max + rminV2|, which is the optimal position for the sum of new residuals should be

close to zero, and (4) a dual-spline error surface is interpolated based on new residuals 

and is added back to new candidate surface for exactitude (Figure 3-21).

The optimal surface position is selected by shifting a candidate surface instead of trial-and- 

error; therefore, it is more efficient than the rejection algorithm.

Figure 3-22 illustrates two possible surface models by conditioning 36 wells in a case study.

w elh  w e ll2 w e ll3 w e lU  wells

Figure 3-19: A synthetic diagram illustrating the acceptance criteria for well conditioning.

w e lh  w e lh

Figure 3-20: Schematic diagram illustrating the well conditioning methodology with one well case. The 
residual of the available well pick with the candidate surface is calculated first (left plot); then the candi
date surface is “lower” down to pass through the available well pick based on the residual (right plot).
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Figure 3-21: Schematic diagram illustrating the well conditioning methodology with multiple wells case. 
The minimum and maximum residuals are calculated first, i.e., rmm and rmax on the left plot; then the can
didate surface is “lower” down in-between the minimum and maximum residual; after that, the residual of 
each available well pick to the new surface, rh r2, and r3, are calculated (the right plot).
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Figure 3-22: The thickness map o f the strata and the location map of 36 synthetic wells. Two conditional 
realizations were built to illustrate possible spatial structures.
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3.2.5 Surface acceptance criteria

To build geologically realistic surface models, (1) all available surface picks should be honoured,

(2) compensational stacking pattern should be honoured, and (3) the input surface geometry sta

tistics should be honoured.

The following surface acceptance criteria should also be met:

Criterion I: minimum volume ratio (MVR). MVR is the ratio of lobe volume, Vlobe, over the 

gross strata volume, Vgross. Because Vgmss is problem related, with the same Vlobe, MVR may be

different for different projects. To establish a reasonable MVR, the modeler needs to set up all 

surface modeling parameters and run LEm odel one time. During surface modeling procedure, (1) 

Vgross *s calculated, (2) an ideal lobe with geometry of all means parameters is built, (3) ideal

lobe volume, Videal, is calculated, and (4) the ratio of Videa, /  V is a good reference to set up the

MVR parameter. Ideally, (0 -5 -0 .S ) -V jdeal /Vgross is a good starting point. Under MVR, a larger

surface is likely to be drawn, which accelerates the well conditioning process significantly.

Criterion II: maximum missed volume ratio (MMVR). MMVR is the ratio of missed lobe 

volume, Vmtssed, over the ideal lobe volume, Vldeal. Therefore, MMVR is also defined in relative 

scale. Unlike MVR, MMVR is not related to gross volume. MMVR is calculated by, (1) a candi

date surface is drawn and its total volume, Vtotal, is calculated, (2) the candidate surface is posi

tioned on a local base level and the volume below previous surfaces is truncated, (3) the remain

ing volume, Vremain, is then calculated, and (4) MMVR, that is, (Vtotal - V remajn)IV lolal, is calcu

lated. Ideally, MMVR should be less than 0.2. Under MMVR, a small surface is likely to be 

drawn. However, well conditioning may be a problem for these small surfaces.

Both MVR and MMVR will lead to compensational stacking pattern (Figure 3-23). MMVR 

is easier to establish; however, MVR criterion is applied in LE model for faster well conditioning. 

Figure 3-24 compares the simulation results of above two surface criteria. All simulation parame

ters are the same except for the surface acceptance criterion. Only 23 surfaces are needed under 

MVR; while 113 surfaces are required under MMVR.

3.2.6 Stopping criteria

Surface modeling will stop when,

1) User-specified volume filling proportion is reached, or

2) No available surface pick exists.
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Figure 3-23: Synthetic diagram illustrating acceptable surface under different criterion. Surface 1 is ac
ceptable under both criteria; surface 2 is not acceptable under both criteria; surface 3 is acceptable for MVR 
only, while surface 4 is acceptable for MMVR only.
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0.0
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Figure 3-24: Comparison the results of two surface criteria. Above: MVR; Below: MMVR.

3.2.7 Discussion

In this section, prototype research on erosion simulation and the reproduction of stacking patterns 

will be presented.

1. Erosion simulation

There are two types of erosion in second-order lobes simulation, depositional erosion and uncon

formities. Although we discussed the formation of local base levels, no erosion and refilling were 

simulated in former research. Besides depositional erosion, unconformities may also occur. Ero

sion simulation aims at reproducing more complicated spatial structures.
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(1) Global unconformities simulation

Global unconformities may be visualized on seismic. They resulted from the variation of 

long-scale controlling parameters, such as tectonic movements. If an unconformity can be con

tinuously traced on seismic, it can be treated as an additional boundary surface dividing the reser

voir into different units for modeling. The following approach may be applied:

a) Both bounding surfaces are transformed to idealized shape, i.e. paraboloid or incline, rep

resenting the global base levels at those time stages.

b) We assume that unconformity is located between the global base levels in proportion to 

time/thickness (Figure 3-25).

c) When wells are available, the unconformity may be locally adjusted to honour wells.

d) All surfaces above the unconformity are truncated until the volume below the unconform

ity is 100% filled.

e) The procedure is repeated until user-specified global filling proportion is reached.

Figure 3-26 illustrates a global unconformity simulation case study based on above method

ology.

Figure 3-25: Synthetic diagram illustrating the global unconformities modeling methodology. Interim time 
surfaces T1; T2 and T3 are constructed by their relative positions between Tbase and Ttop. A candidate surface 
above Ti is truncated to illustrate the erosion effect.

280.0

Z(m)

0.0
X (m) 6475.025.0

Figure 3-26: A long section to illustrate the global unconformity simulation. Only one global unconformity 
exists in this synthetic case study.
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(2) Depositional erosion simulation

As discussed earlier, a local base level results from the bathymetric healing process of turbid

ity currents. To simulate depositional erosion events, former deposition above the base level 

should be truncated. The accommodation, that is, the space between the local base level and the 

former surface, should be refilled (Figure 3-27). We assume that the erosion ability is diminished 

as long as a new lobe is formed; therefore, a local base level used for depositional erosion simula

tion will be adjusted to pass through the entry position of the new lobe. A long section is shown 

in Figure 3-28 to illustrate the depositional erosion methodology. The corresponding section 

without erosion simulation is shown in the second panel of Figure 3-24. 158 surfaces are gener

ated; while it is 113 for no-erosion case.

The algorithm can only run unconditionally until now.

e n try  p o s itio n
lo c a l  base le v e l

e ro s io n '

Figure 3-27: Schematic plot showing the erosion rale. Both base and top surfaces have been transformed to 
paraboloid. The current candidate surface is highlighted with light gray color. The equilibrium is shown 
with dash line. The local geometry used for equilibrium fitting is illustrated as the heavy gray solid line.
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Figure 3-28: A long section to illustrate the depositional erosion simulation results.
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2. Honouring stacking patterns

There are three stacking patterns that can be simulated with the LE model, aggradation, prograda

tion and retrogradation. As we mentioned earlier, the entry position in LEjnodel is selected by 

randomly picking in areal surface occurrence probability field. Therefore, the distribution of the 

probability field will have significant influence on the selection of surface entry position. Stack

ing patterns may be honoured by controlling the distribution of a probability field. For example, if 

proximal positions get higher surface occurrence probabilities, a proximal position will be prefer

entially picked; therefore, a progradational stacking pattern may be reproduced. The reproduction 

of different stacking patterns is shown in Figure 3-29.

(a) 2800

o.o
25.0 6475.0

0.0
25.0 6475.0

(C) 280.0

25.0 6475.0

Figure 3-29: The reproduction of different stacking patterns, (a) aggradation, (b) progradation, and 
(c) retrogradation.
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3.2.8 An example parameter file of LE_model

The parameter file for LEjnodel includes the specification of well data, boundary surfaces, grid 

definition, lobe geometry and trend definition, and facies trend template. An example parameter 

file is shown below and an explanation for each parameter is provided in Table 3-3.

Parameters for LE_modeh

1. well.dat - well file
2. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - data columns
3. bot.out - file with base surface
4. 1 - column for variable
5. top.out - file with top surface
6. 1 - column for variable
7. 1 bound.dat - using boundary (0=no, l=yes), boundary file
8. 3 - flatten method (0=no, l=base, 2=paraboloid, 3=incline)
9. 0 - honour erosion (0=no, l=yes)
10. 130 25.0 50.0 - nx, xmn, xsiz
11. 130 25.0 50.0 - ny, ymn, ysiz
12. 280 0.5 1.0 - nz, zmn, zsiz
13. 2 - number of entry locations at Xmin
14. 40 80 - Y locations of entry locations
15. 70 - angle of permissible deposition
16. 0.03 - minimum lobe volume
17. 0.95 - fraction of the model to fill
18. 1 - honour thickness trend? (0=no, l=yes)
19. 2 - number of trend control points
20. 0.0 15.0 3.0 - depth(l), thickness(l), standard deviation(l)
21. 300.0 35.0 3.0 - depth(2), thickness(2), standard deviation(2)
22. 2500 0.3 - L: length - mean and CV
23. 2000 0.3 - W: width - mean and CV
24. 25.0 0.3 -T: thickness -mean and CV
25. 0.1 0.3 - w/W: width of entry/width - mean and CV
26. 1 - stacking pattern (l=aggradation, 2=retrogradation, 3=progradation)
27. 76067 - random number seed
28. 1 4 - facies proportion, number of facies
29. 0.0 0.7 0.4 0.0 - xxl(l), zzl(l), xx2(l), zz2(l)
30. 0.0 1.0 0.6 0.0 - xxl(2), zzl(2), xx2(2), zz2(2)
31. 0.2 1.0 0.8 0.0 - xxl(3), zzl(3), xx2(3), zz2(3)
32. 1 - output format (\=BlockSlS, 2=sisim_lm)
33. LEmodel.out - output surface file
34. Localmean.out - output local mean file
35. 3 - debugging level
36. LEmodel.dbg - debugging file
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Line Description
1 Input file with well data. The file should be in GeoEAS format.
2 Column numbers for the well, x, y, z locations and marker code. The x2, y2, z2 are used for 

no information intervals. The codes are 1 -  gradational, and 2 -  no information.
3-4 Input file with base surface data, and its column number. The file should be in GeoEAS 

format.
5-6 Input file with top surface data, and its column number. The file should be in GeoEAS for

mat.
7 Indicator for using boundary file ibnd: 0 -  no, 1 -  yes. If ibnd = 1, a boundary file should be 

specified. The file should be in GeoEAS format, and the data out of interest area will be 
given extreme large values.

8 Base surface flattening method, 0 -  no flattening, 1 -  flatten to horizontal, 2 -  transform to 
paraboloid and 3 -  transform to incline.

9 Indicator for honouring global unconformity, 0 -  no, 1 -  yes.
10-12 The regular grid parameters.

13 The number of entry locations at xmin.
14 The Y locations of entry locations.
15 The angle of permissible deposition.
16 The minimum lobe volume. It is in relative scale, and it equals to real lobe volume / gross 

volume.
17 The fraction of the model to fill.
18 Indicator for honouring lobe thickness trend ithk, 0 -  no, 1 -  yes.

19-21 The lobe thickness trend definition if ithk = 1. The trend is defined in real scale and a linear 
trend template is applied. User needs to specify the number of trend control points, the 
depth, the mean and standard deviation of lobe thickness at each control point.

22-25 Lobe geometry definition, including lobe length, width, thickness and width ratio w/W.
26 Stacking pattern, 1 -  aggradation, 2 -  retrogradation, 3 -  progradation
27 Random seed
28 Indicator for facies proportion calculation, 0 -  no, 1 -  yes. Number of facies and facies tem

plate type, 0 -  ID vertical trend, 1 -  2D trends. See Chapter 4 for detail.
29-31 Facies trend template definition.

32 Facies proportion output format, 1 -  BlockSIS, 2 -  sisim lm.
33 File with output surfaces.
34 File with output facies proportions.
35 Debugging level.
36 File with debugging information.

Table 3-3: A description of the LEjnodel parameter file.
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3.3 Advances in strataform modeling
Surfsim program was designed by Pyrcz (2004) to build stochastic surface-based realizations that 

honour surface geometry and erosional and gradational well contacts for strataform deposits. 

Original Surfsim program assumes:

1) Near parallel bedding; therefore, the surface template is a plane. One possible application 

of Surfsim is to model sheet architectural elements in distal fine grained turbidites.

2) The vertical location is chosen such that an average thickness (drawn from a lognormal 

distribution with a user defined average and standard deviation) is honoured. Thickness 

trend modeling is not available.

3) The bounding surfaces are assumed to be nonangular unconformities. A candidate surface 

will be truncated by bounding surfaces if it tends to extend beyond a boundary.

The improvements developed in this thesis aim at making Surfsim more flexible and powerful, 

so that it can be applied to more complicated geological settings, such as deformed strata.

3.3.1 Boundary surfaces transform

The original bounding surfaces are often planar in distal fine-grained deepwater turbidites. How

ever, geological deformation and faulting are very common in continental slope environments. 

Therefore, the default assumption will not hold anymore. A common solution is to transform the 

bounding surfaces to their original shape during simulation, then transform them back after simu

lation.

1. M ethodology

Two boundary surfaces transform approaches are applied:

1) flatten base surface to a horizontal plane,

Z rel = Z ~ Z cb ( 3 - 1 3 )

where zcb is the correlation base, z  is the current elevation, zrel is the relative stratigraphic coor

dinate. The coordinate zrei is 0.0 at the stratigraphic base and equals the thickness of the bounding

surfaces at the stratigraphic top.

This transform may be reversed by:

Z  =  Z r e l + Z cb ( 3 - 1 4 )

2) transform bounding surfaces proportionally,

Zre,=1 Z ^ - T  (3.15)
Z ct Z cb
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where zct is the correlation top, T  is the average thickness of the bounding surfaces. The coordi

nate zrei is 0.0 at the stratigraphic base and equals T at the stratigraphic top.

This transform may be reversed by:

z  = z * + ^ jT < zct - zcb) (3-16)

2. Demonstration
Figure 3-30 shows a case study example. The strata pinch out proximally, which is common 

in continental slope environment.

Without boundary surfaces transform, Surfsim does not work well (Figure 3-30a). This is due 

to the intrinsic assumptions of Surfsim. After flattening base surface to a horizontal plane, Surfsim 

works veiy well (Figure 3-30b). The top surface intersects with the base surface in this case, so 

the simulated surfaces have onlap stratigraphic correlation style. When transforming the bounding 

surfaces proportionally (Figure 3-30c), new base and top surfaces are parallel with each other. 

The vertical position of a surface is in proportion to the thickness of the boundary surfaces; there

fore the simulated surfaces follow the stratigraphic shape and pinch out proximally.

(a)

(b)

(c)

300.0

0.0
6475.025.0

300.0

0.0
6475.025.0

300.0

0.0
25 .0  6475.0

Figure 3-30: Long section 25 to illustrate the surface modeling effect with different boundary surfaces 
transform algorithms: (a) no transform, (b) flatten the base surface to a horizontal plane, and (c) transform 
the bounding surfaces proportionally.
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Layer Thickness  

0 10
3.3.2 Piecewise linear trend modeling

A piecewise linear trend template for the layer thickness is 

proposed and can be reproduced in simulation. The program 

can be easily modified to honour any types of vertical trend.

The trend is defined in relative scale and within the range of 

[0.0, 1.0] (Figure 3-31). The minimum elevation of the base 

surface is set as 0.0, and the maximum elevation is set as 1.0.

Instead of drawing the thickness mean from a lognormal dis

tribution, it is chosen from the trend template. Note that the 

thickness of the current surface is a function of former surfaces; 

therefore, these surfaces are correlated with each other.

1. Demonstration

Figure 3-32 shows two thickness trend reproduction results. The left panel has a standard de

viation 0.1, and the thickness is centered on the trend with small fluctuation. The right panel has a 

standard deviation 1.0; therefore, the thickness shows great dispersion. In both cases, the thick

ness trends are well reproduced.
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0.0

Figure 3-31: Relative thickness 
trend definition.
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Figure 3-32: Comparing the layer thickness of 99 realizations with the trend definition. The standard de
viation for each layer is set to 0.1 for the left panel and 1.0 for the right panel.
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2. Discussion

Figure 3-33 and Figure 3-34 show 2 profiles simulated with the original algorithm of Surfsim, 

one was conditionally built and the other was unconditionally built. In the conditional case, the 

conditioning data control the simulation result. Apparent thinning-upward trend exists due to the 

distribution of well data. On the unconditional profile, 4 cycles exist. However, no vertical trends 

should exist according to the algorithm. It shows that an unrealistic trend template may be in

ferred with limited data.

120.- C ro s s  S e c tio n

SO.

40..

120. Volume versus Elevation
Well 1
Oisiance 0

Weil 2
Distance 0
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Distance V olum e
Figure 3-33: The vertical thickness trend of a section with conditional Surfsim realization. Thinner upward 
trend is very clear due to the conditioning data.
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Figure 3-34: The vertical thickness trend of a section with unconditional Surfsim realization. It looks that 4 
cycles (sequence) exist. The boundaries are the same as those in Figure 3-32 and wells are also plotted to 
show that this is an unconditional realization.
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3.3.3 Honour common stratigraphic correlation style

The assumption of Surfsim is that the base surface is always a nonangular unconformity, and the 

top surface is an unconformity. This is not always true. The common stratigraphic correlation 

styles, including unconformity, onlap, downlap, stratigraphic pinch out, may all be reproduced 

with the new Surfsim program.

1. Unconformity and conformity

When top surface is not parallel to base surface, it is assumed to be an unconformity, or it is 

assumed to be a nonangular unconformity. The conformity contact of top surface can be hon

oured by setting a smaller filling proportion. Angular unconformity can be honoured by using an 

incline surface template, instead of a planar template (Figure 3-35). The dip can be specified by 

the user.

2. Onlap

When top surface is not parallel to base surface, onlap can be honoured by flattening the base 

surface to a plane. When top surface is parallel to base surface, onlap can be honoured by using 

an incline surface template.

3. Downlap

Downlap can be honoured by using an incline surface template only.

4. Stratigraphic pinch-out

It can only be honoured by using proportional bounding surfaces transform when the bound

ing surfaces pinch out somewhere.

120.0

0.0
25.0 2475.0

Figure 3-35: An angular unconformity modeling example. Onlap and downlap contacts are also repro
duced.
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3.3.4 An example parameter file of Surfsim

Some new parameters are introduced into Surfsim for these newly developed functions. The new 

Surfsim parameter file includes well data, boundary surfaces, flattening method, grid definition, 

filling proportions, vertical trend definition and simulation parameters (search and semivariogram) 

for the 2D simulation of the residual. An example parameter file is included below and an expla

nation for each parameter is provided in Table 3-4.

Parameters for Surfsim:

1. well.dat - file with data
2. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - well, xl, yl, zl, x2, y2, z3, code
3. 1 - well conditioning (0=no, l=yes)
4. top.out - file with top surface
5. bot.out - file with bottom surface
6. 0 - flatten method (0=no, l=base, 2=proportional)
7. 100 0.5 1.0 - nx, xmn, xsiz
8. 50 0.5 1.0 - ny, ymn, ysiz
9. 150 0.5 1.0 - nz, zmn, zsiz
10. 1 - number of realizations to generate
11. 69069 - random number seed
12. 0.90 - fraction of the model to fill
13. 5.0 2.0 - mean and stdev of thickness
14. 1 4 - vertical trend? (0=no, l=yes), no. of control points
15. 0.0 3.0 2.0 - 1st: relative depth, thickness, stddev
16. 0.3 5.0 2.0 - 2nd: relative depth, thickness, stddev
17. 0.7 5.0 2.0 - 3rd: relative depth, thickness, stddev
18. 1.0 2.0 2.0 - 4th: relative depth, thickness, stddev
19. 20 - maximum number of surfaces
20. 1.0 - gradient of surface in degrees
21. 0 - output option (0=process, l=all surfaces)
22. surfsim.out - file for simulation output
23. surfsimgrid.out - file for simulation grid output
24. surfvol.out - file for surface volume output
25. 0 - debugging level: 0, 1,2, 3
26. surfsim.dbg - file for debugging output
27. 12 - number of simulated nodes to use
28. 1 3 - multiple grid search (0=no, l=yes), num
29. 10.0 10.0 - maximum search radii (hmax, hmin)
30. 0.0 - angle for search ellipsoid
31. 51 51 - size of covariance lookup table
32. 1 0.1 - nst, nugget effect
33. 1 0.9 0.0 - it,cc,angl
34. 10.0 10.0 - a hmax, a hmin
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Line Description
1 Input file with well data. The file should be in GeoEAS format.
2 Column numbers for the well, x, y, z locations and marker code. The x2, y2, z2 are used for 

no information intervals. The codes are 0 -  erosional, 1 -  gradational, and 2 -  no informa
tion.

3 Indicator for well conditioning, 0 -  no, 1 -  yes.
4-5 Input files with boundary surfaces data. Files should be in GeoEAS format.
6 Flatten method, 0 -  no, 1 -  flatten base surface, 2 -  proportional flattening.

7-9 Regular grid definition.
10 Number of realizations to generate.
11 Random seed.
12 Fraction of the model to fill.
13 Mean and standard deviation of thickness.
14 Indicator for honouring vertical trend, 0 -  no, 1 -  yes. Number of controlling points. Piece- 

wise linear trend template is applied at present.
15-18 The depth, thickness and standard deviation for each controlling point. The depth is in rela

tive scale.
19 Maximum number of surfaces.
20 Gradient of surface in degrees. 0 degree means horizontal surface template.
21 Output option. 0 -  output interim surfaces for each stage for surface evolution checking, 0 -  

output final surface model only.
22 File with surface model.
23 File with simulation grid.
24 File with volume of each surface.
25 Debugging level.
26 File with debugging info.

27-34 2D simulation parameters.

Table 3-4: A description of the Surfsim parameter file.

3.4 Summary
Advances in turbidite lobes modeling and strataform surface modeling are presented in this chap

ter. An automatic surface picks identification approach is proposed as a preprocessor of turbidite 

lobes modeling. A series of rules are proposed for turbidite lobe events modeling, including (1) 

global and local base levels modeling, (2) vertical and areal surface positioning, (3) well condi

tioning, (4) erosion events modeling and (5) stacking patterns reproduction. Several global coor

dinates transform approaches are introduced into strataform surface simulation; therefore the 

Surfsim program may be applied to more geological settings. Piecewise linear thickness trend can 

be honoured and inclined surface template is introduced to reproduce common strata correlation 

styles.
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Chapter 4

Surface-based Facies Modeling

Facies modeling is the process of creating a discrete 3D facies distribution within a geological 

grid. Facies models are often cell based and focus on reproducing one- and two-point statistics, so 

complicated spatial structures are not often reproduced. As illustrated in Chapter 3, the proposed 

surface modeling approach may build complicated and geologically realistic surface models that 

honour available surface picks at wells. Therefore, utilizing the simulated surface models to cap

ture curvilinear reservoir structures becomes a natural solution to produce realistic curvilinear 

facies structures.

In this chapter, facies modeling is developed in the context of simulated surface models. De

positional trends information is utilized. Section 4.1 reviews the idealized deepwater turbidite 

facies distributions, which is the geological basis of the proposed approaches. Section 4.2 illus

trates the approach for integrating geological conceptual models and 2D facies trends template. 

Section 4.3 presents facies modeling approaches that can integrate facies proportions. Section 4.4 

demonstrates the proposed methodologies with a realistic case study.

4.1 Introduction

In terms of waning flow regime from bottom to top and with increasing path across a basin, tur

bidity current loses both energy and sediment; hence the distal turbidites, as well as deposits on 

the levees, do not show the complete turbidite sequences (Figure 4-1; Reineck and Singh, 1980). 

The resulting hypothetical facies plan distribution is shown in Figure 4-2. This is also the ideal

ized facies distribution within a second-order turbidite lobe. The loss of energy results in progres

sively less basal erosion, deposition of progressively finer sediment and thickening of the finer 

part of the sandstone / mudstone couplet. Most importantly, accompanying the downcurrent (lat

eral) grading of size and bed thickness, there is a change in the internal structure of the sand com

ponent of the couplet, with progressively higher parts of the Bouma sequence forming the base of 

the turbidite bed (Figure 4-3; MacDonald, 1992). Based on above analysis, the idealized facies 

distribution of a second-order turbidite lobe is shown in Figure 4-4. Three facies are assumed in 

this diagram.
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Figure 4-1: Schematic diagram depicting Bouma sequences change in terms of distance across basin and 
flow conditions (after Reineck and Singh, 1980). Background is a second-order turbidite lobe.

Figure 4-2: Hypothetical plan view showing geographic distribution of intervals in a flysch profile from 
Bouma division A at the base to E at the top (after Reineck and Singh, 1980).

DistalP r o x im a l

Tde

Figure 4-3: Schematic diagram showing upper parts of the Bouma sequence (Ta-Te) coming to rest on 
turbidite bed base distally (after MacDonald, 1992).
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A

s t r e a m l i n e

Figure 4-4: Schematic diagram depicting idealized facies distribution in a second-order turbidite lobe. This 
plot also shows how to calculate depositional coordinates for a given cell (after Pyrcz, 2004).

4.2 Surface-based facies proportion calculation

Facies models are often cell based. For a given cell, its depositional coordinates can be easily de

termined based on its vertical, longitudinal and transverse relative position within a second-order 

lobe. If facies trends are known, the position information may be transformed to facies propor

tions and taken into account in facies modeling process. Therefore, surface shape information will 

be brought into facies modeling stage.

4.2.1 Integration o f geological conceptual models

The vertical facies trend may be available from well logs. Areal facies trend inference is difficult 

due to widely spaced wells. Therefore, an areal facies conceptual model is used often in practice, 

which may come from experienced geologists. These models are problem specific and therefore 

no universal solutions exist. In this research, the areal facies distribution in Figure 4-2 is applied 

to illustrate the proposed methodology.

Conceptual models may also be defined analytically. There are several analytical turbidite 

lobe models available. One popular model is the “simple” lobe model proposed by Deutsch 

(2002). Assuming that the inner facies distribution follow the lobe boundary shape, the facies 

boundary may be expressed as:

m + 4 . ( w - m ) . [ £ ( f - £ ) h  c < < v < e

I = 7 -  (4A)
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where y. are the X, Y  coordinates of facies boundary, at, W  are the minimum and maximum 

facies width, I  is the X position of maximum width, and ^?is the maximum length. An idealized 

areal facies distribution is shown in Figure 4-5.

(a)

Ui

(b)
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Figure 4-5: Schematic diagrams illustrating an analytical conceptual facies template, (a) parameters used in 
“simple” facies template, and (b) the idealized facies distribution described with Formula (4.1).

For a given cell within a second-order lobe, its depositional coordinates may be denoted as 

Xr, Yr and Zr. It may have the same vertical trend as some position on the centerline. The location 

can be inferred under some assumptions. Therefore, the 3D facies trend calculation problem may 

be simplified to a 2D facies trend calculation problem. One convenient assumption is that for any 

point on axis, it has the same facies changing rate longitudinally and laterally (Figure 4-6), that is,

X , Y2 1
(4.2)

where Y/ is the distance from Pj to its perpendicular projection on centerline, A; Y2 is the lateral 

facies width of Facies Two from A; Xi is the distance from A to P2, the position has same vertical 

facies trend as Pj; and X2 is the longitudinal distance from A to the boundary of Facies Two.
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A linear vertical facies trend model may be applied to simulate the facies change proximally 

according to proximity theory. For convenience, the facies trend is defined in relative scale. Since 

the areal lobe shape is known, only vertical trend definition is needed in facies proportion calcula

tion. An example linear vertical trend template is shown on the left plot in Figure 4-7.

P 2

Figure 4-6: Schematic diagram illustrating the axis relative position determination procedure.
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Figure 4-7: Schematic diagrams illustrating the linear and elliptical axis-vertical facies trend definition. 

The calculated facies proportions may be rescaled to honour global proportions,

P T ( Zr) = Pk-Pk(Zr) (4-3)

where k  denotes for the &th facies, p lkD(zr) is the updated facies proportion, Pk is the global pro

portion, and p k(zr ) is the calculated facies proportion.

4.2.2 Integration o f statistical trends

When well spacing is close enough, areal facies trends may be inferred. In this case, both areal 

and vertical facies trends may be applied. For simplification, both vertical and areal facies trends 

are defined in relative scale. An elliptical areal facies trend and a linear vertical facies trend are 

applied in this thesis. The elliptical shape is selected because it is simple and the facies distribu-
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tion follows the shape of the lobe outline very well (Figure 4-8). An example 2D trend template is 

shown in Figure 4-7.

4 0  - i

20 -
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Figure 4-8: An analytical diagram showing the areal facies distribution with elliptical areal facies trends.

Under the assumption that the areal and vertical facies trends are conditionally independent, 

the final facies trend may be expressed as,

p k (yr’zr) = pk-Pk(yr)-Pk(z r) (4.4)

where & denotes for the ktb facies, p k! (yr, z r) is the updated facies proportion under conditional 

independence assumption, Pk is the global proportion, and p k{yr ) and p k(zr) are the calcu

lated areal and vertical facies proportions, respectively.

A common shortcoming of the conditional independence assumption is that the high values 

may be extremely high and low values may be extremely low (Deutsch, 2002). To overcome this 

drawback, the permanence ratio approach (Joumel, 2002) is applied to integrate the two types of 

trends,

l - R

PkR(y r, zr) =
I--P* + l ~Pk(yr) . 1 - P k( Zr)

(4.5)

Pk Pk(yr ) Pk(zr)

where p kR(yr, z r) is the updated facies proportion under permanence ratios assumption. 

The calculated facies proportions are also scaled to honour global facies proportions.
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4.3 Application o f facies proportions

Programs available in the public domain to integrate calculated facies proportions include GTSIM, 

BlockSIS and sisimlm. GTSIM  applies facies proportions directly to truncate continuous Gaus

sian values to build facies model. BlockSIS and sisim lm integrate facies proportions as secondary 

data.

For surface-based facies modeling, both facies types and facies proportions are known at 

wells, so the corresponding Gaussian values may be easily calculated by reversely transforming 

the centroid ccdf value of the facies (Figure 4-9). A Fortran 90 program, CalcSgsData, was writ

ten to perform the proposed methodology. The program parameters are shown below; the descrip

tion of each parameter is included in Table 4-1.

1 n-co K

3-Q
t—
to
*D
(1)> '*2
L ■
to
3
£3O p ;
IIu_ 0.0- T T

Facies 1 Facies 2 Facies 3 Facies 4 

Figure 4-9: Schematic diagram illustrating the ccdf value of each facies.

Parameters for CalcSgsData:

1. well.dat - well file
2. 1 2 34  5 - Columns for keyout, x, y, z, facies
3. lm.out - local mean file
4. upwell.dat - output file
5. 4 - number of facies
6. 130 25.0 50.0 - nx,xmn,xsiz
7. 130 25.0 50.0 - ny,ymn,ysiz
8. 280 0.5 1.0 - nz,zmn,zsiz

Line
1

Description
Input file with wells data. The file should be in GeoEAS format.

2 Column numbers for the keyout array, x, y, z location and facies code.
3 Input file with facies proportions / local means data.
4 The file with updated wells data. An additional column with the transformed Gaussian values 

is added.
5 The number of facies.

6-8 The regular grid definition.

Table 4-1: A description of the CalcSgsData parameter file.
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A comparison of above transformation approach and conventional transformation approach is 

shown in Figure 4-10. Although the transformed values do not have perfect Gaussian shape, they 

are consistent with the facies proportions at wells. A typical GTSIM workflow with integrating 

facies proportions information is shown in Figure 4-11. The GTSIM program was modified to 

have the ability to read keyout array, so the volume out of the bounding surfaces will not be mod

eled. If a cell is located within the strata, its keyout value equals to 1; otherwise it equals to 0. An 

example GTSIM parameter file is shown below and each parameter is included in Table 4-2.

0.600.

O.BOO.

0.400J
6*
|  0.300J 
£

0.200_I

0.000, j :

Number of Data 30886 
mean >0.0213 std. dev. 0.5553 coef. of var undefined 

imrrtninm 2.9414 upper quartile 0.2449 median 0.0000 lower quartile -0.1088 minimum -2.7077

•5.0 -3.0 •1.0 1.0 
NS data

' I 1 3.0 5.0

0.160_

0.120.

£ 0.080_

0.040_

0.000,
•5.0 -3.0

Number of Data 30886 
mean 0.0000 std. dev. 1.0000 coef. of var undefined 

maximum 4.2191 upper quartile 0.6745 median 0.0000 lower quartile -0.6745 minimum >4.0583

-1.0 1.0 
NS Data

Figure 4-10: Comparison of calculated Gaussian values with CalcSgsData and conventional Normal score 
transformed Gaussian values. Left: CalcSGSData; right: nscore.

Parameters for GTSIM'.

1. sgsim.out - input file with Gaussian values
2. gtsim.out - output file with categorical values
3. 1 - number of realizations
4. 50 50 1 - nx, ny, nz
5. 3 - number of categories
6. 1 0.25 - cat(l) - global proportion(l)
7. 2 0.25 - cat(2) - global proportion(2)
8. 3 0.50 - cat(3) - global proportion(3)
9. 1 - proportion curves (0=no, l=yes)
10. propc.dat - file with local mean values
11. 1 2 3 4 - keyout, column number for pi, p2, p3...

Line Description
1 Input file with Gaussian values. The file should be in GeoEAS format.
2 Output file with categorical values. The file should be in GeoEAS format.
3 Number of realizations
4 Total grid number in x, y, z directions.
5 Number of categories.

6-8 Global proportions of each category. The total lines equal to the number of categories.
9 Indicator for using proportion curves, 0 -  no, 1 -  yes.
10 If proportion curves are used, the file with the proportion curves needs to be specified here.
11 The columns for keyout array, probability for each category.

Table 4-2: A description of the GTSIM parameter file.
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Start

Categorical fades data from 
wells

Local proportions p(u) from 
surface-based facies trend

Facies ordering

Facies indicator
»/

variogram ’ 1

Transform facies data into norma! 
score y-data based on p(u)

Establish normal score variogram: 
direct or from facies

SGSIM simulation of Gaussian 
field y(u) conditional to y-data

Multiple truncation of the Gaussian 
fields by the threshed curves t(u)

Check two-point statistics and 
variograms of simulated facies

More rea rations?

End

Figure 4-11: Schematic diagram illustrating the workflow of GTSIM with facies proportion curves.
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There are two algorithms that can integrate facies proportions as secondary data. One is the 

non-stationary simple kriging with residuals from the locally varying mean probabilities,

When locally varying mean values are smooth, the differences between Function (4.6) and 

(4.7) are minor (Deutsch, 2006).

sisim lm program is not recommended for it cannot utilize the keyout array; therefore, the 

volume above the top surface or below the base surface will be filled up with background facies.

4.4 Synthetic case study

In this section, a case study will be presented to illustrate the surface-based facies modeling ap

proach. The case study aims at illustrating and comparing two common facies modeling tech

niques, GTSIM  and BlockSIS, by integrating the same facies proportions model. Therefore, only 

one surface model and facies proportions model were built. The global coordinates have been 

rotated to parallel to the major paleocurrents. Within the 5 Kilometers by 5 Kilometers study area, 

81 vertical wells are equal-distance sampled (Figure 4-12). A long section and a cross section are 

shown in Figure 4-13 to illustrate the reservoir spatial structures.

w ,  (u; £ ) - a (u) = E  (»;*>[*K ; *) -  a  K )] (4.6)
a = 1

Another one uses one minus the sum of the weights assigned to the local mean,

n n

5 0 0 0 ..

o
annn . _

Fac>es 3

|  I I I I I |  I I I I | I I I f  | I I I I

0 . 1 0 0 0 . 2 0 0 0 . 3 0 0 0 . 4 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 0 .

Figure 4-12: The surface distribution on base surface and the location map of 81 vertical synthetic wells. 
The position of a long section (A-A’) and a cross section (B-B’) are also marked.
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25.0 Y(m) 4975.0

Figure 4-13: The long section A-A’ and cross section B-B’ to illustrate the reservoir spatial structures.

Lobe geometry is the most important control on facies distribution. When areal and vertical 

facies trends can be inferred, facies proportions can be calculated using the developed method

ologies. Four facies types are assumed in this case study, which represent the typical facies com

ponents of Bouma sequence (Figure 4-14). They are summarized in Table 4-3. Declustering may 

be applied to estimate the global facies proportions (Figure 4-15).
Grain
Size Divisions Interpretation

Mud E Laminated to 
homogeneous mud Low density tail of turbidity current

Silt D Upper mud/silt laminae Shear sorting of grains & floes

Sand
C Ripples, climbing ripples, 

wavy or convolute laminae Lower part of lower flow regime

--------------- 1 B Plane laminae Upper flow regime - plane bed

Coarse
Sand

A Structureless or graded 
sand to granule Non-equilibrium flow quick bed

-----

Figure 4-14: Ideal sequence of sedimentary structures in a turbidite bed (after Pickering et al., 1989).

Category Grain Size Bedding Bouma (1962) Divisions
Facies 1 Coarse Sand Structureless or graded sand to granule A

Facies 2 Sand Plane laminae and ripples, climbing ripples, 
wavy or convolute laminae B and C

Facies 3 Silt Upper mud/silt laminae D
Facies 4 Mud Laminated to homogeneous mud E

Table 4-3 A summary of the lithofacies definition used in the synthetic case study.
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Well Data

0.300 _

i t  0 .200.

n    ]"""
2  3

Facies

Number of Data 16200 

m ean 3.0523 
std. dev. 0.7860 

coef. of var 0.2575 
maximum 4.0000 

upper quartile 4.0000 
m edian 3.0000 

tower quartile 3.0000 
minimum 1.0000

Declustered Data

0 .3 0 0 .

i t  0 .200 .

 r   11 ■' r
2  3

Facies

Number of Data 16200 

m e a n  3.0631 
std. dev. 0.7879 

coef. of var 0.2572 
maximum 4.0000 

upper quartile 4.0000 
m edian 3.0000 

ow er quartile 3.0000 
minimum 1.0000 

weights used

Figure 4-15: The distribution of original and declustered facies distribution from synthetic well logs.

4.4.1 BlockSIS

A SIS-based facies modeling approaches, BlockSIS, is applied first.

1. Variogram calculation
Like other SIS-based facies modeling approaches, the variogram of each facies should be 

modeled to specify maximum facies continuity direction and range (Figure 4-16 and Figure 4-17). 

With many wells, variogram inference is straightforward. In practice, variogram inference may be 

a big challenge because (1) there are usually not so many densely sampled wells, and (2) strati

graphic framework is usually highly deformed.

2. Facies modeling
A long section and a cross section of a facies model built with BlockSIS are shown in Figure 

4-18. No image cleaning is performed in this case study for it may alter the spatial structure. 

Therefore, the facies model appears a little patchy.

3. Model Validation
The histogram reproduction of BlockSIS is shown in Figure 4-19. The histogram reproduction 

is very good.

Each indicator variogram is checked (Figure 4-20 and Figure 4-21). Short-scale variation is 

well reproduced, but long-scale structure is not well captured, especially in the vertical direction. 

In general, the variogram reproduction is very good.

A quantitative m easure o f  closeness to the true probabilities may be calculated by,

1 N
C = — {p{u> Itrue =

N  i=l
(4.8)

This measure is interpreted as the average predicted probability of the true facies. C value de

scribes how “right” the probabilities are for the true facies. The limitation of C is that it gives no
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credit when a similar facies is predicted nor does it penalize the case when drastically different 

facies are predicted (Deutsch, 2002). In this case study, the C value is 0.3355.

Another indicator is the local probabilities. The local probabilities are “accurate” or “fair” if 

they accurately reflect the true fraction of the predicted facies occurs (Deutsch, 2002). Cases 

where the actual fraction departs significantly from the predicted probabilities are a problem. The 

corresponding accuracy plots are shown in Figure 4-22. In general, the accuracy is veiy good.

Facies 1 Facies 2

Azimuth: 0 Dip: 0
1.2 0_

Y
0 .40_

0.00,
1000. 2 0 0 0 . 

D istance (m)

3000.

Azimuth: 0 Dip: 0
1.20_

y
0.40_

0 .0 0 .

1000 . 2 0 0 0 . 

D istance (m)

3000.

Azimuth: 90 Dip: 0
1 .2 0 _

y
0.40_

0 .0 0 .

1 0 0 0 . 2000 . 3000.

D istance (m)

Azimuth: 90 Dip: 0
1.20_

y
0.40_

1 0 0 0 . 2 000 . 

Distance (m)

3000.

Azimuth: 0 Dip: 90
1 ,2 0 _

y
0 .40_

0 .0 0 .

D istance (m)

Azimuth: 0 Dip: 90
1.20_

y
0.40_

0 .0 0 .

20.00 30.000.00 10.00

Figure 4-16: 3D Variograms of facies one and facies two.
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Facies 3
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1 .2 0 .
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0 .00 .

1000. 2000 . 3000.
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Facies 4

Azimuth: 0 Dip: 0
1.2 0 .

0.40.

0 .0 0 .
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0 .00 .
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•  • • •
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Figure 4-17: 3D variograms of Facies Three and Facies Four.
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Figure 4-18: A long section and a cross section illustrating the facies modeling results with BlockSIS. 
Above: long section; and below: cross section.

ff 0.200.

0.000.

Figure 4-19: Histogram reproduction of 25 realizations.
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Figure 4-20: Variogram reproduction of Facies One and Two.
Distance (m)
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Figure 4-21: Variogram reproduction of Facies Three and Four.
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Figure 4-22: Accuracy plots of four facies.
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This measure is interpreted as the average predicted probability of the true facies. C value de

scribes how “right” the probabilities are for the true facies. The limitation of C is that it gives no 

credit when a similar facies is predicted nor does it penalize the case when drastically different 

facies are predicted (Deutsch, 2002). In this case study, the C value is 0.3355 with BlockSIS ap

proach.

Another indicator is the local probabilities. The local probabilities are “accurate” or “fair” if 

they accurately reflect the true fraction of the predicted facies occurs (Deutsch, 2002). Cases 

where the actual fraction departs significantly from the predicted probabilities are a problem. The 

corresponding accuracy plots are shown in Figure 4-22. The accuracy is very good.

4.4.2 GTSIM

1. Normal score transform

As mentioned earlier, conventional normal score transform is not appropriate when local pro

portions are available. CalcSGSData program is applied to transform facies data to normal score 

values (Figure 4-23).
NS Data

0 .5 0 0 _

0 .4 0 0 .

5  0 .3 0 0 .

0.200 J

0.100.

0.00(L

-4.5
- r
-2.5

Number of Data 16200 
m ean -0.0367 

std. dev. 0.5740 
coef. o fv ar undefined 

maximum 3.0018 
upper quartile 0.2183 

median 0.0000 
lower quartile -0.1746 

minimum -3.5447

r
1.5-0.5

Gaussian Value for SGS

3.5
- r-

5 .5

Figure 4-23: The normal score transformed facies data based on collocated facies proportions. A high 
spike exists.

2. Variogram calculation

Truncated Gaussian simulation requires a single variogram for the normal score transformed 

facies variable. In general, it is not a good idea to directly calculate and fit the transformed facies 

variogram for the spikes. The recommended approach is to:

• Take the most important indicator variogram.
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• “Invert” it numerically by bigaus2 program to the corresponding normal score variogram 

(Figure 4-24).

• Fit the normal score variogram to get input variogram model (Figure 4-25)

The fitted Gaussian variogram is more parabolic at short distance comparing with the original 

variogram.

3. Facies modeling

The advantage of GTSIM  is that the simulated facies model is very clean. The spatial struc

ture is well honoured (Figure 4-26).

4. Model checking

The histogram reproduction of 25 realizations is shown in Figure 4-27. The lowest facies 

proportion (Facies One) is reproduced very well. In general, the histogram reproduction is very 

good, but it is not as good as BlockSIS.

For GTSIM, the input variogram is the normal score variogram. Therefore, the variogram of 

the simulated Gaussian models were checked, instead of indicator variograms of facies models 

(Figure 4-28). In general, the variograms are very close to the input.

The C value is the same as BlockSIS, 0.3355, in this case study.

The accuracy plots are made on the by-facies basis (Figure 4-29). Accuracy plots show it is 

better than BlockSIS.
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1.00 .

0.80_

y 0.60_

0.40 _
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400. 800. 
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1200 .

1.20 vertical

1 .0 0 .

y
0.40_

0 .2 0 _

0 .00 .

50.00.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0

Figure 4-24: The results of bigaus2 transform. The dash lines show the input indicator variograms and 
solid lines show the transformed variogram.
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Figure 4-25: The fitted Gaussian model of the bigaus2 variogram.
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Figure 4-26: The long and cross sections of a truncated Gaussian realization. Above shows the long sec
tion and below shows the cross section.
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Figure 4-27: The histogram reproduction of 25 GTSIM realizations.
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Figure 4-28: The variogram reproduction results of 25 GTSIM realizations.
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Figure 4-29: Accuracy plots of four facies.

4.4.3 Conclusions

Comparing the simulated facies model and model checking results, the following conclusions can 

be drawn:

1. The facies model of truncated Gaussian simulation is cleaner. For deepwater turbidite 

systems, the facies correlation is very strong; therefore, truncated Gaussian simulation 

approach appears more suitable.

2. In general, both simulation approaches honour well data and spatial structures. BlockSIS 

shows more short-scale spatial variability.
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Chapter 5 

Surface-based Turbidite Modeling Case Study

In this chapter, the application of stochastic surface-based simulation to a synthetic turbidite res

ervoir is demonstrated.

5.1 The data
The bounding surfaces were synthetically constructed. The slope gradient is about 2 degrees, 

which is common in distal continental slope environment. The stratum is roughly 60m (198ft) 

thick and pinches out towards west and north (Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2). The initial bathymetry 

is a northwest-southeast-trending submarine depression, and it is assumed that 36 vertical wells 

are available (Figure 5-3). 36 wells are chosen as a reasonable high level of conditioning in a 

typical deepwater reservoir study. The 36 wells are regularly distributed (1000 m). A large 

amount of wells are used in this case study for better variogram inference and enough well data 

for controlling facies, porosity and permeability distributions. As we discussed earlier in Chapter 

3, the newly developed dual-spline error surface interpolation approach works efficiently with a 

relatively large number of wells. All available data will be honoured, including well picks, facies, 

porosity and permeability at wells. No large-scale seismic trend and areal trend are applied.

The turbidite reservoir is dominated by compensational cycles that constrain the distribution 

of lithofacies. Facies along wells were sampled from an unconditional SIS-based realization for 

modelling the facies distribution at wells. Four facies types are recognized (Table 5-1 and Figure 

5-4) and linear vertical facies trend is assumed from proximal to distal based on proximality the

ory. Declustering technology is applied to rebuild global facies distribution (Figure 5-5). In this 

synthetic case study, the “true” facies model is assessable, so we know the “real” facies propor

tions.

Porosity and permeability along the wells were synthetically sampled on a by-facies basis. 

Permeability is commonly related to porosity. For simplicity, an experimental logarithm relation

ship between porosity and permeability is applied to build the porosity-based permeability distri

bution (Deutsch, 2002). The regression equation takes the form:

log (K )' = aQ+al 'tf> (5.1)

where log(K)* is the predicted logarithm of permeability, ao and a\ are regression coefficients,

and </> is porosity.
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The reservoir is assumed to be a mud-rich turbidite fan. Therefore, mudstone is the most im

portant facies component under this geological background. Porosity and permeability histograms 

are shown in Figure 5-6. The scatter plots of permeability and porosity are shown in Figure 5-7.

Figure 5-1 The initial bathymetry for the synthetic case study. The contour lines show the elevation distri
bution of the base surface.

Figure 5-2 The terminal bathymetry for the synthetic case study. The contour lines show the elevation 
distribution of the top surface.
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Figure 5-3 The thickness distribution of the strata and the well positions of 36 synthetic wells.

Category Dominant Lithology Bedding Bouma Sequence
Facies 1 Sandstone Thick -  massive, crudely graded A-division
Facies 2 Sandstone Thin -  medium, subtly graded B, C-division
Facies 3 Siltstone Thinly bedded siltstone D-division
Facies 4 Mudstone Devoid of mudstone E-division

Table 5-1: A
1.0

summary of the lithofacies defined in this case study.

co
COoQ.
N
0>

»ro
0

N

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

Xr, relative X position
Figure 5-4 The axis-vertical trend definition. The distance is measured in relative scale, and linear facies 
transitions are assumed. Xr is the relative position along main streamline; Zr is the relative position along 
vertical direction.
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Figure 5-5 Histograms of facies type variable. The four facies, thick sand, thin sand, siltstone and mud
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Figure 5-6 The distribution of porosity and permeability from synthetic well logs.
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Figure 5-7 The scatter plots of well permeability and porosity before and after Gaussian transform.
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5.2 Geostatistical work flow
A common geostatistical workflow for surface based modeling is to model: (1) reservoir geome

try that honours available wells picks based on geological concept models and related statistical 

information; cell-based facies proportions model will be built at the same time based on modeled 

surfaces distribution; (2) lithofacies considering facies proportions model as secondary data; (3) 

porosity distribution within each facies; and (4) permeability distribution within each facies con

sidering porosity as a secondary variable (Deutsch, 2002; Pyrcz, 2004, 2005). These models are 

conditioned to all available well data and analog information. Figure 5-8 illustrates the geostatis

tical workflow of surface-based modeling.

5.2.1 Model of reservoir geometry
Large-scale reservoir geometry can be visualized with seismic and are known for subsequent sur

faces modeling. In this case study, two source locations for the turbidite lobes are selected based 

on global base surface geometry. There are four facies types: graded sandstone, laminated sand

stone, siltstone and mudstone (Table 5-1). Mudstone has the largest proportion (Figure 5-5). 

Subsequent flow event deposits have persistent internal lithofacies trends which are defined by a 

linear proximal-distal facies trend template (Figure 5-4). An idealized areal facies distribution is 

assumed.

Surface picks were automatically identified on porosity curves. As a curve identification ap

proach, only shape information is used. Porosity is a function of lithology (shale content), 

diagenesis, epigenesist, and also other influences. The identified sandstone boundaries are good 

starting point for further analysis. Experienced geologists may adjust the results based on their 

geological understandings and by integrating other information that cannot be easily quantified, 

such as fine-scale depositional structures from core images.

Figure 5-9 illustrates the automatic surface picks identification results of Well 13. The syn

thetic porosity curve has many short-scale fluctuations, but it is usually very smooth in practice if 

it is interpreted with well logs.

25 conditional surface models were built to demonstrate the surface-based modeling approach. 

Although all conditional surface models honour available well picks, the number of surfaces and 

spatial structures are different, which indicates that the fine-scale reservoir structure has signifi

cant uncertainty. The number of surfaces is a good indicator of spatial structure uncertainty (

Figure 5-10); it changes from 61 to 100 with a lognormal shape. The median number of sur

faces is 78. Three conditional surface models are shown in Figure 5-11 to compare different spa

tial structures, which comprising 61, 79 and 100 flow events, respectively.
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The surface models affect reservoir production performance. This is the initial motivation of 

quantitative stratigraphic forward modelling (Cross and Lessenger, 1998). Each realization of the 

reservoir structure is passed through the entire subsequent process of geostatistical reservoir char

acterization.
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Figure 5-8 Geostatistical workflow of surface based modeling.
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Figure 5-9 The auto surface picks identification results of Well 13. The gray curve is the original porosity 
curve. The dark curve is the moving window smoothed curve. The left arrows show the identified surface 
picks. The lowest surface pick is deleted during surface modeling based on visual checking.
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Figure 5-10: The number of surfaces distribution of the 25 conditional surface models.
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5.2.2 Lithofacies models
There are progressively finer sediments and thickening of the finer part of the sandstone / mud

stone as the sediments go from proximal to distal direction. The trend information is integrated 

into cell-based facies model as facies proportions information. The details of facies proportions 

calculation methodologies were demonstrated in Chapter 4. BlockSIS is applied in this case study.

The facies distribution inferred from log and core available at the wells are shown in Figure 

5-6. The facies semivariograms are shown in Figure 5-12. The vertical variogram is well in

formed, but the horizontal variogram inference is a challenge for the continuity within each facies 

is much smaller than the average well distance. Three facies models comprising 61, 79 and 100 

flow events are shown in Figure 5-13 to illustrate the surface-based facies modeling results.

Although both models honour available well data, the spatial distribution of facies changes 

from realization to realization. The distribution of facies is controlled by the reservoir structure. 

The distribution of facies will affect reservoir production performance. Uncertainty of each reali

zation of the facies passes through the entire geostatistical reservoir characterization procedure by 

controlling the reservoir petrophysical properties distributions. The combined contribution of
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structural uncertainty and facies distribution uncertainty to production uncertainty can be quanti

fied in terms of production performance.
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Figure 5-12: Horizontal and vertical semivariograms of different facies.
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Figure 5-13: Fence diagrams of three facies models comprising 61 (a), 79 (b) and 100 (c) flow events, 
respectively.
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5.2.3 Petrophysical properties
Porosity and permeability are continuous variables within each facies. Porosity is simulated inde

pendently for each facies type. The results are merged on the by-facies basis. Then permeability 

is simulated with the corresponding porosity realization as second variable for collocated cok- 

riging on the by-facies basis (Deutsch, 2002; Deutsch and Joumel, 1998).

For geological uncertainty assessment purposes, each geological model consists of a single 

realization of all parameters; therefore, a single realization of porosity and permeability are mod

eled in associated with each reservoir structure model and facies model. A single geological reali

zation is then defined by a surface (reservoir structure) model, a facies model, a porosity model 

and a permeability model. The approach is computationally efficient to quantify geological uncer

tainty (Deutsch, 2002; Pyrcz, 2004). 25 reservoir petrophysical models were built.

The same grid specification used for surface and facies modeling is used for porosity and 

permeability modeling. The same cells populated with simulated facies codes are populated with 

simulated properties values. Therefore, the reservoir properties are only simulated between 

bounding surfaces.

The porosity and permeability distribution inferred from log and core available at the wells 

are shown in Figure 5-6. The correlation coefficient between the Gaussian transform of porosity 

and permeability may be inferred from available conditioning data and it is used for permeability 

modeling with collocated cokriging (Figure 5-7). The experimental porosity and permeability 

semivariograms were calculated in the plane of the flow events and orthogonal to the flow events 

(Figure 5-14).

25 by-facies porosity and permeability models were constructed (Figure 5-15, Figure 5-16). 

The uncertainty in porosity and permeability, i.e. the fluctuation from realization to realization, 

makes the last contribution to geological uncertainty.

The realizations of reservoir petrophysical properties may be applied for reservoir production 

uncertainty assessment. The geological uncertainty will be transformed into production uncer

tainty with flow simulation. Each geological realization is passed into the flow simulator to get a 

realization of reservoir production performance.

5.3 Som e comm ents
Adequate horizontal and vertical discretization is required to capture geological details. Facies 

and reservoir properties are often cell-based; therefore finer grid definition is needed to capture 

geological details and variability, especially along the transition zones of flow events. On the 

other hand, fine grid definition will create huge simulation grids that need much longer running
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time on facies and reservoir properties simulation. In this case study, a 50m><50mxlm grid was 

applied and the major depositional characteristics were well captured.

The proposed surface conditioning approach works efficiently with large amount of wells. 

The convergence procedure may be slow if the well density is very high.

The by-facies reservoir petrophysical properties semivariograms inference may be a big chal

lenge in practice. In this case study, it is a serious problem even when the average well distance is 

only 1000 m.

5.4 Summary
A workflow for surface-based simulation is proposed with a synthetic example in this chapter. 

The workflow is proposed for geological uncertainty assessment, so each geological realization 

compromises a surface model, a facies model, a porosity model and a permeability model. The 

uncertainty in each step will be brought into next simulation stage and the entire geological un

certainty will be brought into reservoir production uncertainty.

With honouring the same available surface picks, surface models show great uncertainty. The 

number of flow events changes in a broad range. The reservoir properties models reflect the struc

tural uncertainty by honouring facies distribution, which is controlled by surface distribution.

The proposed methodology works very well with relatively dense well pattern. The reservoir 

structural model will control the later facies and reservoir petrophysical properties distribution. 

The proposed methodology may be applied to other fan-shaped depositional systems, such as 

small-scale delta fans and alluvial fans. The default assumption is that the facies trend is under

stood.

The proposed methodology can be easily modified for more complicated geological settings. 

For example, streamlines may be modeled based on local bathymetry. The starting point of a flow 

event should be located on a streamline, instead of by random drawing.
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Figure 5-14: Horizontal and vertical semivariograms of the Gaussian transform of the porosity and 
permeability data.
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Figure 5-15: Fence diagrams of three porosity models comprising 61 (a), 79 (b) and 100 (c) flow events, 
respectively.
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Figure 5-16: Fence diagrams of three permeability models comprising 61 (a), 79 (b) and 100 (c) flow 
events, respectively.
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Chapter 6

Concluding Remarks

Stochastic surface modeling is applied in this research to capture complicated deepwater turbidite 

reservoir structures that has been a historic limitation of conventional geostatistical simulation 

approaches. The spatial structures of deepwater turbidite are complicated with clear curvilinear 

shapes. Conventional geostatistical simulation approaches focus on reproducing one- and two- 

point statistics only; therefore, they do not work well for these deepwater depositional systems. 

There are usually too few wells to control the spatial distribution of reservoir properties over the 

study area due to the high drilling costs in deepwater environments. This makes deepwater turbid

ite reservoir uncertainty assessment more difficult. The unique flow mechanism of such deposi

tional systems results in lobes with similar spatial structures; therefore, modeling the lobe topog

raphy shapes becomes possible with the development of surface-based modeling techniques.

6.1 Summary

This research aims at developing a lobe event modeling program improving on former research. 

The original contributions made in this thesis include: (1) the base level concept from sequence 

stratigraphy is introduced into stochastic surface modeling to guide for surface positioning; (2) 

improved surface conditioning method for efficiently honoring large amount of wells; (3) sto

chastic stacking patterns reproduction; and (4) surface-based facies proportions calculation meth

odologies to integrate both geological conceptual model and areal and vertical facies trends.

1. Equilibrium profile
Equilibrium profile is an important concept in sequence stratigraphy analysis. There are lots 

of papers discussing large-scale equilibrium profile shapes in various depositional environments, 

such as beach, continental slope and fluvial environments. For small-scale turbidite lobe events 

modeling, it is difficult to build equilibrium profiles analytically. A local base level is assumed 

based on depositional mechanism analysis and applied in this research.

2. Improved surface conditioning method
The improved surface conditioning method is based on the rejection algorithm developed by 

Pyrcz (2004). To accelerate the optimal surface searching process, a larger candidate surface is 

drawn with all available well picks located within it. Then the surface is adjusted to an optimal
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position. To avoid introducing short-scale fluctuation, a dual-spline error surface fitting method is 

applied to model the error surface.

3. Honour stacking patterns
Stacking pattern has strong influence on facies connectivity and flow patterns. When trans

forming base surface to paraboloid or incline, the global surface gradient information is kept. This 

information is utilized in constructing surface probability distribution. Controlling the probability 

distribution allows common stacking patterns to be reproduced, including aggradation, prograda

tion and retrogradation.

4. Surface based facies modeling
Surface models cannot be used directly in conventional cell-based facies simulation. Surface 

information has to be transformed to related information that can be integrated by cell-based 

simulation approach. The relative position information is transformed to facies proportions that 

can be integrated by conventional SIS-based facies modeling approaches. Both conceptual facies 

model and vertical and areal trends may be integrated. The spatial structure uncertainty is brought 

into facies modeling stage.

6.2 Future w ork

Complicated depositional environments and flow mechanisms make it difficult to design a uni

versal lobe events modeling program. There are some limitations for the current LE_model pro

gram that need to be addressed in future research.

1. Streamline construction
No streamlines are explicitly constructed in LE m odel. The geometry is constructed based 

on the center line o f a lobe. As a gravity driven turbidity current flow, local geometry strongly 

controls streamlines distribution and entry point location. It is also the major controlling factor of 

lobe orientation. The simulated streamlines could also honour the recognized streamlines on high- 

resolution seismic image.

2. Honour incomplete surface information
Small-scale surface can not be continuously traced on seismic, but part of the surface may be 

visualized clearly on seismic. The incomplete surface information and recognized surface con

tacts have to be honored.
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3. Conditional modeling depositional erosion events
Local depositional erosion events due to the strong destruction ability of turbidite current hap

pen often in geological history. Therefore, the idealized spatial structures seldom exist. Erosion 

simulation is important on reproducing complicated reservoir structures. The proposed method 

can only work unconditionally at present.

4. Honour 3D facies trend directly
3D facies trend may be recognized on seismic. At present, only longitudinal and lateral facies 

trends information can be integrated using user-specified trend templates.
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